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EDITORIAL

The Oriental Research Institute was started by the

Tirumala Tirupati Devasthanams in 1939 and handed-over to

the S.V. University in 1956. Sri Venkateswara University was

established in 1954, which is going to celebrate its Golden

Jubilee Celebrations in the next academic year of 2003-04.

In this connection, the Oriental Research institute is

planning vigorously to bringout its official organ viz., S.V.U.

Oriental Journal Volume No. 46, for the year, 2003 as a

Golden Jubilee Special Number to mark the glorious

occasion of the completion of 50 years of its fruitful existence

and the multifaceted achivements of S.V. University, Tirupati

in the propagation of Higher Education, Research and

Cultural History of Andhra Pradesh in general and

Rayalaseema in particular.

I am very happy to place it on record, that the

Oriental Research Institute with the collolporation of the Alvar

Divya Prabandha Project of TTD and Academy of fine Arts,

Tirupati has recently conducted a National Level Seminar for

three days from 24th to 26th October, 2002 on the theme

"SahitI Samarahgana Sarvabhauma &rlkrsnadevarayalu -

Vijayanagara Samrajya Vaibhavam", which gave a new
enthusiasm among the youngsters particularly among the

research scholars and the students belonging to the School

of Humanities and Extension Studies.

The inaugural session of the seminar was presided

over by our esteemed Vice-Chancellor, Prof. P. Murali garu
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who gave a thought provoking inaugural address to the

audience. As a Chief guest of the session, the T.T.D.

Executive Officer Dr. P. Krishnaiah garu, stressed the need for

scanning and putting on internet the valuable manuscripts

and printed books bearing on Ancient Indian History, Culture,

Art, Architecture and temple rituals. One million books for

scanning and putting it on internet is the ultimate goal of the

T.T.D. Digital Library situated at Tirupati. In this connection,

he requested the Co-operation and Co-ordination of S.V.U.

Oriental Research Institute in speeding up of the above

programme.

In his keynote address, Dr. P. Venugopal Rao,

Associate Director-General, American Institute of Indian

Studies, Chennai, presented a set of 24 volumes bearing on

South Indian Art and Architecture to the Executive Officer,

Published by A11S", Chennai for scanning and putting it on

internet. He impressed the audience with his good oratorship

and depicted the multi-diamensional personality of Sri

krishnadevaraya.

In his Guest of Honour's speech, Prof. V.R.

Panchamukhi, Chancellor, Rastriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha,

New Delhi, Chairman, Indian Council of Social Sciences and

Research (ICSSR) and Member of the Board of Directors, T.T.

Devasthanams, recalled the services rendered by the eminent

scholars on the Vijayanagara period in the Dharvar Historical

Research Society founded by Sri R.S, Panchamukhi who is

none other than the revered father of Prof. V.R. Panchamukhi

and who published the Vijayanagara Sexcentenary
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Commemoration volume in the year 1936. He stressed the

need for the translation of this volume into Telugu language in

a time bound project of two years including its printing.

Prior to his speech, the Director of the Seminar and

Director of the Annamacarya and Alvar Divya Prabandha

Projects of T.T.D., Dr. Medasani Mohan gave assurance in

future also in conducting several seminars and conferences

which are befitting for both O.R.I, and T.T.D. As the

Co-Ordinator of the seminar and In-Charge Director of Q.R.I,,

I gave many outstanding examples of how the Oriental

Research Instituteis functioning in a smooth way in getting

the financial assistance not only from the T.T.D. for

conducting this seminar and also from the funding agencies

like Ministry of Human Resources and Development, New
Delhi and National Archives of India, New Delhi in editing and

publishing of several rare and hitherto unpublished

manuscripts deposited in the O.R.I, Library. The convenor of

the seminar Dr. C. Govinda Raju, Associate Professor

working in the Institute conveyed Vote of Thanks.

During the three day Seminar some nineteen

delegates presented their research papers on several chosen

research topics which was applauded by the audience. All

these papers including the proceedings of the seminar with

some important photographs, the Institute is going to publish

them in a book form in the next academic year. With this brief

note I place the present Oriental Journal in the hands of the

scholars.

Prof. V, Venkataramana Reddy
Editor
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R.K. PANDA

BIOGRAPHICAL POEMS IN

SANSKRIT ; A GLANCE

Introduction

It is a matter of great pleasure for a lover of Sanskrit

to observe that a regular tradition and an appreciable

trend of composing carita-tavyas (biographical poems)
in Sanskrit as continuing in full swing. The tradition

of writing biographies both in prose and poetry on the

life of eminent persons is rooted in antiquity. The ear-

liest works in India, which could be termed biographi-

cal, occur in Buddhist literature written in Pali, and

they narrate the life story of Buddha. In fact, great

religious teachers, saints and monarchs were practically

the only subjects of ancient Indian biographical writ-

ing. Furthermore, the art of biography was regarded

purely as a branch of the belles-letters and generally

used verse as its medium of expression. This natu-

rally made the employment of flights of poetic fancy
and romantic hyperbole inevitable and the modern idea

of biography, as the truthful transmission of persona-
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litj was evidently not relevant in those circumstances.

Again, owing to his stance of reverential admiration for

the subject, the ancient Indian biographer could seldom

maintain his own freedom of spirit, which is said to be

another duty of the biographer. Nevertheless, though

biography as a genre as we understand it today, was,
like many other forms of modern writing, the gift of

modern education to India, there was a considerable

body of biographical writing during the centuries before

the British conquest. The tradition of the lives of great

religious teachers and saints is as old as the Buddha-
carita of Asvaghosa in Sanskrit. Ancient Jaina litera-

ture, both in, Sanskrit and Prakrt, abounds in biogra-

phies of Mahavira and other saints, and the Hindu re-

ligious teachers like Sankaracarya, Ramanujacarya, and
others. The tradition of the lives of kings can be traced

to Banabhatta's well-known JIarsacarita composed in

7th century A.D. It is known that the earliest attempt
Is the Buddha-carita of Asvaghosa. Sanskrit poets even

form the beginning of the classical Sanskrit literature

have composed biographies of eminent persons both in

verse and prose. But, most of them are composed in

verse. The purpose behind such compositions is two-

fold. Besides providing aesthetic enjoyment to connois-

seurs, the carita-kavyas serve as a record of the activi-

ties of those persons who have made something good for

the benefit of society or for the country. The Carita-

kavyas thus unfold not only the history of those per-
sons but also the conditions of the time, in which they
had lived and worked. Further, in those parts of India
where the tradition of historical writings did not de-

velop, unlike Kashmir where Kalhana's Hajatarariginf
and its subsequent supplements came into being, that

type of biographical writing provided a lot of historical
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facts and information to fill up gaps in Indian history.

Bana's Harsa-carita, Bilhana's Vikramankadeva-carita,

Padmagupta's Navasahasanka-carita, to name only a

few, axe such works of older period. So some of the

caxita-iavyas are historical poenis. But, all the poems
are not historical. Even in some carita-kavyas, history

does not find a place. The poet sings only the glory of

the person in superficial words and projects the person
in such a form that a reader will find something aprrecia-

ble in him. As Mammata says in his Kavyaprakasa, one

of the purposes of poetry is to give the knowledge of so-

cial behaviour. The poet is like a guide. It becomes

his responsibility to show the right path to his readers

who are to be instructed to follow the path of Rama,
not of Ravana, the great demon. It is the supreme pur-

pose, which prompts a poet to highlight the qualities,

works and contributions of the person, he has subjected
for his composition. Others such as Ksatrapati-caritam,

Indiragandhi-caritam etc., of their stature, combine to

perpetuate this tradition. They are primarily intended

as poems embellished by all the trappings sanctioned by
the theory, with the result, it is the form that dominates

the narrative and historiography. Contrary to these ver-

sified carita-Jravyas, the flarsa-carita of Bana addresses

itself to detail the checkered career of Harsavardhana
with the gimmicks that Sanskrit prose admits in ample
measure. It, however, concurs with them in making the

narrative a handmaid of the flamboyant medium. This

is precisely what accounts for the failure of these so-

called ancient biographies to meet the purpose they arc

intended to serve, They are essentially poems, drsya or

sravya, gadya or padya.
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Some Important Carlta-kavyas

This tradition of the carita-Jcavya has happily per-
colated down to the present age. Some of the con-

temporary Sanskritists have been quick to exploit it,

with certain modifications to fruitful desirable results.

While attempting biographies of the stalwarts like Bala-

gangadhar Tilak, Mahatma Gandhi and Jawaharalal

Nehru etc., the modern Sanskritists have been bold of

avoiding the pitfalls that stalked his predecessors. He is

acutely alive to the requirements of modern time that

invariably insists on the measured but elegant presen-

tation of the narrative. Outer trappings are relevant

to him to the extent they serve to enliven the other-

wise insipid narrative. The cautious effort to strike bal-

ance between the form and content has resulted in the

emergence of a number of carita-kavyas that come close

to the modern concept of biography. They are distin-

guished by a full-fledged depiction of the Carita of the

person concerned without over-burdening it with such

embellishments as combine to turn history into fiction.

The Buddha-carita of Asvaghosa describes the acts

of Buddha from his birth to his demise. There is a

similar work entitled Jina-carita dealing with the life of

Buddha less-successfully on the model of Asvaghosa's
Buddha-carita. It represents a poetic development in

Pali similar to that represented by the Buddha-carita in

the Sanskrit Buddhist literature. A complete Sanskrit

text of the Buddha-carita is not available at present.
Samuel Seal offers us an English translation of the whole

text, which is prepared from its Chinese version. In

the Chinese version, the text of the Buddha-carita con-

sists of twenty-eight cantos while in the Sanskrit text

edited by Cowell and subsequently by Johnston, the first
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thirteen cantos only can be claimed to be the composi-
tion of Asvaghosa together perhaps with some portions

of canto XIV. Whatever may be the case, the Bnddha-

carita is an outstanding work. It is, to my knowledge,
the first carita-kavya in Sanskrit. The work is so semi-

nal that it could influence many successors who started

composing carita-kavyas under the strong influence of

Asvaghosa who laid the foundation stone of the tradi-

tion of carita-kavyas in Sanskrit.

Similarly the Vikramankadeva-carita of Bilhana is

an important work of this tradition. This work is his-

torical. It narrates the history of the princes of the

Calukya dynasty of Kalyana Someswara I, Someswara
II and particularly of Vikramaditya VI who ruled from
1076-1127 AD. As the chief aim of Bilhana is to extol

his heroes exuberantly and compose a poem as per the

rides of the literary criticism, he cares more for imagi-
native things but not for the factual presentation of the

history of Calukyas. The events narrated by him are

historical but what is presented in the poem gives a dis-

torted picture of it. The poern begins with a myth about
the origin of the dynasty of this king. The God appears
always in this poem when the king does something im-

moral. Even though the work is a mixed form of both

history and myth, its historical importance cmmot be

neglected.

/
In this line comes then the Naisadha-cuvim of

Sriharsa who wrote it probably under Vijaycand and
Jayacand of Kanauja in the second half of the 12th cen-

tury A.D. It is a great epic in 22 cantos and narrates the

story of Nala in an elaborate style. But, in the twenty-
two cantos of the epic, the poet does not succeed in car-

rying the narrative up to the description of happenings
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of tlie newly married couple. The poet ends his poem
In a description of the moony night in a conversation

between Nala and Damayanti. The work is pedantic
and made only for a selected few.

Another important work of this tradition is Nava-

sahasanka-carita of Padmagupta or Parimala. The real

theme of this mahakavya is fabulous. The work refers to

some historic names and events. Hence, it is considered

to be a historical poem. It has 18 cantos and^ relates
the

mythical theme of the winning the princess Sasiprabha,

daughter of the Naga king. The poet had composed this

epic for the glorification of his patron, the Sindhuraja
Navasahasanka of Malwa, Historical essence remains

only in the narration of the myth In this epic poem of

Parimala.

Worthy of special mention is the Srikantha-carita

of the Kashmirian poet Mankha (1135-1145 A.D.) who
handles the myth of the overthrow of Tripurasura in his

poem. The tale, however, has secondary importance.
The main goal of the poet is to describe the seasons,

the sunset, the court-entertainment etc., according to

the rules of Sanskrit poetics.

Haracarita-dntamani of the Kashmirian poet

Rajanaka Jayaratha (1200 A.D.) is an important work.

But, it does not fall in this general category. It has some

special importance. It is mainly a religious epic and full

of Siva-legends and teachings of Saivism.

Another important work of this trend is the

Ramapala-carita of Sandhyakaranandi. But, this work

has some special feature. Each stanza in this poem has

two meanings and one of them, relates to the hero Rama
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and the other to the king Rarnapala who ruled over

Bengal In the eleventh century A.D.

Ramapalacarita is a unique composition in many
respects. It gives an historical account of the successful

revolution in Northern Bengal, which cast the Pala king

Mahfpa, his life and throne, and of the restoration of the

paternal kingdom by Ramapala, his youngest brother.

The great revolution and specially the restoration, form
the main theme of the work and we know of no other

Indian text, which deals with an important contempo-
rary historical episode with such wealth of details.

Vira-Kamparaya-caritam or the Madhuravijayam is

a heroic poem in nine cantos composed by Gangadevi
(1367 AJX), the chief queen of the Kampana of

Kanjivaram. She is the queen of the first son of Bukka
I, the hero of the poem. It describes in the manner of
a mahakavya the exploits of Kampana resulting in the
elimination of the Sainbhuvaraya rule in the Tondai-
mandalam and the extermination of the Madurai Sul-
tanate. She has described in it the historic deeds of her
husband including his march against Campa of Kanci
and against the Muhamuddan ruler of Madurarajya. It

is a poem of high merit and great historical value. It

throws much needed light upon the political situation
in the south and the position of Vijayanagar vis-a-vis
the other Southern states.

Vadiraja's poem Yasodhara-caritam has its own
individuality and striking features. It possesses an
artistic unity; its descriptions are proportionate and
its expressions are precise, natural and figurative. The
arrangement of plot and the flow of narration are mas-
terly and their moral instructions are effective often
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shatteringly slashing at contemporary evils. Vadiraja
is seen here as a mature poet. In Ms flow of poetry,
not a word is in excess and the figures of speech came
at the poet's command. In sheer poetic quality, the

Yasodhara-caiita is second to none in Sanskrit litera-

ture; and as the hottest and a sweetest mahakavya it

is entitled to a, singular place in the history of Sanskrit

poetry. It is short In compass, modern in theme and
moralistic in tone. The episodes of rebirths are often

looked upon as boring but they supply opportunities
to a resourceful author to multiply his characters both
human and sub-human. Vadiraja has ably turned them
out to his advantage. The animals in this poem not only
afford entertainment, but also serve to analyze human
motive with unerring discernment on the variety of life.

There are three Kumarapalacarita-kavyas composed
by Hemacandra, Jinasiihhasuri (1265 A.D.) and Cari-

tasundara (1914) respectively. The epic poem Kumara-
pa/a-caritfa, called also Dvasrayakavya of Hemacandra is

written partly in Sanskrit and parly in Prakrt. Hema-
candra proves himself simultaneously a poet, a histo-

rian and a grammarian in two languages. The epic
has 28 cantos in all; 20 cantos in Sanskrit and 8 can-
tos in Prakrt. The first seven cantos are to serve as

illustrations to the rules of the first seven sections of
his Sanskrit grammar, whilst the eighth canto stands
in a similar relation to the author's grammar of Prakrt.
The work contlxins a history of the Calukyas of Anhivad
(Anahillapura) and particularly of Kumarapala. In can-
tos XVI to XX, that are devoted to the latter, this prince
is extolled above all as a pious Jaina, who prohibited
bloody sacrifices and trading in flesh, got erected Jaiaa
temples etc. The last two cantos contain moral and
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religious reflections. From the concluding portion of the

work it is evident that Kumarapala was full in life.

Mahakavi Ksernendra has also contributed to this

tradition. He has composed Dasavatara-caritam. It is a

poetical abstract of the stories of Visnu's incarnations.

The work cannot be considered as an independent com-

position. The subject matter of the first nine incarna-

tions is taken from the Puranas. The seventh chapter,

which represents Visnu's incarnation as Rama, shows

novelty of conception. Here the whole of the Ramayana
is narrated with Ravana as the central figure. The result

is quite happy and the vividness of description adds to

the charm. The work, however, has great importance as

it contains the earliest known reference to the Buddha

being considered as an incarnation of Visnu. The narra-

tion of the Buddha's life is an abridgment of the story

as told in Buddhist works. The style shows maturity
of conception, and is easy and flowing. The work was

finished in the 1066 A.D. on the Tripuresa Mountain.

/ /

In modern times Sripada Sastri Hasurkar of Indore

has composed many carita-kavyas: Buddhadeva-

caritam, Vardhamanasvauu-caritam^ Sankaracarya-

caritam, Vallabhacarya-caritam, Ramadasa-caritam,

Sikhaguru-caritanirtam, Prthviraja Cahvana-caritam,
Maharana Pratapa Simfaa-caritam, Chatrapati Sivaji

maharaja-caritam. I think, this great poet has made a

special place of his own in the field of poem-composition
and there is no other poet who has written so many
carita kavyas in Sanskrit likr Hasurkar.

Next to him, Satyavrat Sastri has composed three

carita-iravyas in Sanskrit, namely Sribodhisattva-

caritam, Indiragandhi-caritam^ and Srigurugovinda-
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simha- caritam. Of these, two are mahakavyas and

the last one is a khanda-kavya? Sribodhisattva-caritam

seeks to offer in fourteen cantos comprising of one thou-

sand verses the Sanskrit version of some of the most

elevating and instructive avadanas of the Bodhisattva

as detailed on the Jataka stories. The poet has re-

duced the Bodhisattva's avadanas hitherto available in

Pali, to mellifluous verses. The work opens up new
vistas in Sanskrit literature that has been rather parsi-

monious in dealing with the Buddhist themes in poetry.

Though somewhat fragmented in nature, the Bodhi-

sattva-caritam has a broad canvas, spanning fourteen

cantos of uneven size. The main sentiment of the poem
' *

is Santa. But, Srngara in both its aspects also finds

impressive expression in this interesting poem. The
Bodhisattva-carita is not beset with the type of digres-

sive descriptions. The poet is not enamoured of the

conventional descriptions of sunset, moonrise etc. His

descriptions are invariably brief and are interwoven in

the texture of the poem with such finesse that they form

pretty patterns that often lend it added charm. The

descriptions are effective and powerful. The greatest
asset of this maitaJravya is its language, which is dis-

tinguished by exceptional sweetness and chastity. The

language is adorned with a variety of figures of speech
and is marked by pleasingly smooth evenness.

Indiragandhi-caritam of Dr. Sastri forms an impor-
tant link in the long chain of carita-kavyas in Sanskrit.

It is a complete biography of the late Prime Minister

Indira Gandhi. The work is first of its kind in San-

skrit. There are 25 cantos in this poem. It is composed
in facile and mellifluous verses marked by spontaneity
and sweetness. This epic poem describes on the basis of
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authentic records the life history and achievements of

one of the greatest women of the world.

Satyavrat Sastri's Srigwugovindasimha-caritam is

the solitary versified biography of Guru Gobind Singh

that he had composed on the tercentenary celebration

of the birth of the tenth Guru by the Guru Gobind

Singh Foundation, Patiala. Divided into four cantos

and composed of 366 verses in different metres, this

carita-kavya would be rated as a khanda-kavya techni-

cally though in performing the prohibitive task of deal-

ing with the Guru's checkered career in its entirety and

not being confined to any of its facets it could be rated

as a Prabandha-kavya. But, in the poetician's language
the Srigurugovindasimha-cariia is a kanda-kavya. It de-

tails, albeit briefly, the Guru's life in its entirety. The
eventful career of the Guru marked by an exuberance of

vicissitudes, thrilling and elevating, forms a subject for

a Mahakavya. It is intended to be a versified biography
of the great Guru.

Pandita Ksama Rao has carved a niche in the field of

creative literature in Sanskrit. She has composed three

biographical poems viz. TuJcarama-caritam, Ramadasa-
caritam and Jnanswara-caritam, Her Miralahari is also

a biographical poem though it is not entitled as such.
She has also composed a biography of her father, Sankar

Panduranga Pandit.

Medhavrata Sastri has composed some biographi-
cal poems viz. Brahmaxsi Virajananda-carita, Naraya-
naswami-carita, Jnanendra-carita, Nityananda-cariia,
and Dayananda digvijaya mahakavya. He has made
valuable contribution to thi tradition.
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From the survey of the biographical poems it i

known that the carita of Srirama, Maryadapurusottam
has influenced many Sanskrit poets. So there are man
kavyas written on the life of Rama. Srirama-caritam I

one of the best Mahakavyas produced from Kerala. Th

poem was originally conceived and partly composed b

Godavarma, Vidvadyuvaraja (1800-1851) who passe<

away while he was working on the thirteenth canto c

this poem. It was his grand nephew Kochnni Raj;

(1858-1921 A.D.) who later completed it. Both wer

princes of the Kodugnallur Royal house, which was th<

foremost centre of learning in Kerala in the last cen

tnry. Unlike previous poets who have often taken liber

ties with Valmiki's tale, the authors of this Mahakavy;
have scrupulously stuck to the sage's version. The firs

thirty-two cantos retell the story from Rama's birtl

to his installation as the king of Ayodhya and the re

maining eight, deal with Uttara Ramayana. Srirama

carita, however, is not a mere summary of Adikavya
Fax fromt it, what Godavarma and following his exam

pie, Kochunni Raja, have done is, so to say, to fill uj

the gaps left by Valrniki. Those portions of the story

which Valmiki has dealt with in detail, have been sum-

marized and the two poets have elaborated those por-

tions, which Valmiki has skipped over. In this, as in

many other aspects, they appear to be following the

example set by Kalidasa. It may be recalled that, oi

the six cantos in the Raghuvamsa that deal with the

Rama's story Kalidasa has devoted to, Balakanda just
a single canto to the rest of the tale until the defeat of

Ravana, a whole canto for Rama's return's journey to

Ayodhya and two cantos for Uttara Ramayana. A simi-

lar patern has been a dopted in the Srirama-caritam.

In this Maizatavya the first two cantos are devoted to a
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summary ofBalakanda. It Is only In the third canto that

Godavarma begins to reveal Ms poetic gifts. Beginning

with the third, he spends five full cantos to give a vivid

portrayal of what may be described as the honeymoon
of Rama and Sita,

The third canto shows how Rama slowly overcame

Sfta's initial shyness and timidity. The eighth canto of

the Kumarasambhava is the obvious model, but

Vidvadyuvaraja displays refreshing flashes, of his imagi-
nation in handling the subject. Expanding Valmiki's

many seasons the six seasons from Vasanta to Sisira

are described one after the other in the fourth canto,

somewhat in the manner of Rtnsamhara. This canto

written in the Drutavilambita metre and embellished

with Yamaka through out is a proof of the poet's fan-

tastic mastery over works. The highlight of the fifth

canto is a description of the seasons of flowers, while

the next two contain description of nightfall, nioonrise,

night and dawn. The influence of the third and eight
cantos of the Kumarasambhava are clearly visible here.

It should be emphasized that these are not descriptions
as they provide the right back ground for the activi-

ties of the honeymooning royal couple* In contrast to

these five cantos, the eighth canto summarizes the event-
ful Ayodhyakanda in some one hundred Anustubh
verses. Against this, the Aranyakanda takes seven can-
tos and the Kiskindhakanda six. These thirteen cantos
are mainly given to descriptions. Among them special
mention should be made of the elaborate portrait of Sita
that Godavarma paints. In this Srirama-carita, the poet
presents Sita through the eyes of Ravana when he sees
her for the first time in the hermitage. This makes it

more natural. The same technique is used to describe
Rama's personality in canto tn. There the poet records
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Surpanakha's reaction in seeing Rama. Not to be left

behind Kochunni Raja who completed the poem dis-

plays his resourcefulness in different ways in later can-

tos. A good example would be the part where he deals

with the dispatch of the Vanara armies in search of Sita.

In the nineteenth canto, Sugriva gives his followers a

detailed description of the areas they have to cover and
the routes they should folfow and in the twentieth, he

gives them Rama's message for his spouse. Taken to-

gether these two cantos, written in the Mandakranta
metre form a Sandesa kavya in the manner of Meg&a-
sandesa. SundaraJcanda and Yuddhakanda are Con-

densed into eleven cantos. Highlights include an impres-
sive description of Lanka and word portraits of Ravana
and Mandodari. In the Uttara Ramayana* which is

compressed into eight cantos, the poet gives a detailed

description of the royal couple's second honeymoon
following their reunion and return to Ayodhya.
Srirama-cajdtam fulfills all the requirements of a Maia-
lavya as laid down by the rhetoricians like Dandin.
Kalidasa has influenced both uncle and nephew. How-
ever, in many respects, they have taken their cue from
later parts like Magha and Sriharsa who perhaps saw

poetry as an intellectual exercise more than anything
else. This is evident from the extravagance of their

descriptions and the over elaboration of imagery. The
two poets also seem to take pleasure in displaying their

vast erudition in various scientific disciplines in

Sanskrit.

Some Sanskrit poets have composed biographical
poems on the life Sricaitanya who is regarded as an
incarnation of Visnu and Snkrsna, his devotees and
followers. The earliest work on the life of Caitanya
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is Gaitanyacaritamrta, a metrical narrative composed
in Sanskrit by Murari Gupta, a resident of Navadvipa
and a contemporary. It consists of four praJbramas,
sections and remains a valuable record of Caitanya's
life although many extraneous and miraculous legends
find a place in it. Next, came after Caitanya-caritamrta

by Paraniananda Sen, son of Sivananda Sen, a close

associate of Gaitanya. He was awarded the title of

Kavikarnapura for his poetic talent by Caitaiiya him-
self. His epic poem consists of twenty cantos, depict-

ing all the major events of Caitanya's life and present-

ing him. as a deliverer of mankind, an incarnation of

Srikrsna. He also wrote a biographical drama in ten
acts: Caltanya-Candrodaya nataka at the command of

Gajapati Prataparudra, king of Orissa. He was partly
influenced by Srikrsna Mishra's allegorical drama Pra-

bodhacandrodaya and introduced some allegorical
characters in his work. It is the first biographical drama
based on the life of a contemporary religious personality.

Pandavacarita is a mahakavya produced in Kerala.
It has sixteen cantos. It contains an account of the story
of the Pandavas based on the Mahabharata. The story
of the Pandavas upto'the choice of the bride Pancaf is

the theme ofthe first and second cantos. The corona-
tion of Yudliisthira as the heir apparent, sage Narada's
narration of the story of Sunda and Upasuixda, Arjuna's
pilgrimage tq the secred fords etc., are narrated in the
next canto. The burning of the Khartdava forest and
Yudhisthira's performance of the Rajasuya sacrifice, his
defeat in the game of gambling, Pandava's retirement to
the forest etc., are subject matter of the forth and fifth
cantos. The penance of Arjuna to obtain PSsupatSstn,
his fight with Siva in disguise as a hunter, Siva's bless-
ing of Arjuna, the story Bhima fetching the Satigan-
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dhika flower and the reunion of Arjima with Ms
brothers etc., are narrated in canto six to nine. The life

of the Pandavas incognito in the Virata country. The

slaying of Kicaka, the cattle-robbery of the Kurus etc.,

are described in the next two cantos. Krsna's role as

messenger is the main theme of the twelfth canto. The
last four cantos are devoted to narrating the prepara-
tions for the Kuraksetra war and the various stages of

it. The* author has carefully picked up almost all the

incidents, which are directly connected with the heroic

deeds of the Pandavas, from the first canto onwards.

Therefore, the sentiments Vira and Raudra have been
delineated obviously in almost all cantos of this work.
The sentiments of heroism can be found in descriptions
of Arjuna's fight with the hunter in the Kuruksetra w^r*

Srngara and Bhakti are also delineated as subordinate
sentiments.

Yadunatha-carita or Bhagavatasahgraha is a
Maiatavya of unknown authorship and date. In ten
cantos it narrates the story of Krsna as tojd in the tenth
skandha of the Biagavata. It is written in simple style.
The work derives its name from the theme 4ealt with
by the author. The legend of Yadunatha (Krs^a) is

narrated in the poem, and hence the title Yudunatha
is significant. The other title BhagavatasaAgrah* is

suitable to the work as it is an abridged from of the tenth
skandha of the Bhagavata purana. Tfcere is no direct
evidence regarding the authorship and date of the poem.
But the verses in the beginning of the poem mention
that the poem was written at the instance of the queen
of QuHon who was the sister of the king Adityavarman of
fifteenth centery A.D. The author probably belongs to
Cennannur since mention is made of Siva of
in the poem.

" *
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Titles of Some Carlta-Kavyas

It Is not possible here to give the summary of all

the biographical poems along with a note of criticism.

Here are given the titles of some of the carita-kavyas In

Sanskrit. The list Is not comprehensive. But the works,
which are important and are readily available, are only

included here so that a reader will find a glimpse of this

tradition and trend. There are many other biographical

poems which are not given any carita title like Nehru

Yasas Saurabham, Indira Yasastilakam, Rajiva Saura-

bham etc. But we have not included such works here

because of the paucity of space. A list of 145 Carita

Kavyas noticed by me are Appended at the end of the

article in alphabetical order for easy reference.

Conclusion

K.V. Saraia has classed the biographical literature

under two headings, namely, the literature produced
before the impact of western concepts and the litera-

ture from then up to modern times. He rightly

remarks: "The writings of the early period were prone
to the introduction o" legendary accounts, exaggerations
and parallelisms characteristic of classical Sanskrit and

to be devotional and moralistic rather than objective

and balanced. In tune with the thought of the times,

the lives portrayed pertained primarily to the saints

and the royalty. During the second period, when the

norms of western biographical writing began to seep into

India, its impact also began to be felt by the Sanskrit

writer. For one thing, the vision of the Sanskritists

and as a result he began to view men and matters in

a more realistic perspective, with a critical eye and an

inquiring spirit. For another, the prevailing nationalist
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movement, too, had Its effect on him. Thus, while he

took up for portrayal prominent personalities from all

walks of life, he also took pains to collect data from
diverse sources and set them out in an objective

manner, to form authentic biographies. However, it

has to be noted that, in spite of these efforts, there

still remain, in these works, traces of classical presenta-

tion germane to Sanskrit poetic tradition. This aspect

apart, the substantial biographical literature produced
in Sanskrit during modern times may be taken to

represent a welcome diversion from the biographical

writings produced during the earlier phase."
1

He further remarks about the modern trend that

though the contents of the works are biographical, the

treatment is poetic, with the use of high flown style,

eulogies and descriptive excursions not germane to the

biography proper.
2 The advent of western literature in

India and an understanding of the norms and prac-

tices followed in modern biographical writings appear to

have wrought a definite change in Sanskrit biographies

produced from around the beginning of this century.

Stress began to lay on personalities and the objective

recording of events. Poetic effusions began to give way
to simple prose or narrative verse. The scope of the

biographies was extended to include leading persons in

all walks of life, to wit, to historic personalities, old and

new, saints and social reformers, political leaders and

freedom-fighters, poets and philosophers.

Biographical Literature is an important and signi-

ficant sector of modern Sanskrit Literature. Inter-

nationally significant religious and spiritual figures like

Sankaracarya, Vivekananda, Political personalities like

Mahatma Gandhi, Pandit Nehru, Loknianya Tilak,
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Indira GandM, Rajiv Gandhi; popular saints and

mystics like Jnanesvara, Ramadasa ?
Tukarama and free-

dom fighters like Vira Surendra Sai
3
Sardar Patel etc.,

have become the subject of biographical Poems in

Sanskrit.

Actually, writing biographical poems on historical

personalities, is undoubtedly a very difficult task.

Biographical work should not be a mere history or bio-

graphy, i.e., an insipid statement of dates and facts nor

can it be a mere 'fiction
5

or 'fantasy
3

soaring only on

the wings of imagination-however, sweet or charming.

Thus, an author of biographical poetry-be it

either in poetic or in dramatic form, has to steer

between two extremes: history and imagination,

cautiously but artistically. The proper and perfect

synthesis of history and literary art; truth and fiction

lies at the root of the success of a biographical poem.

But, most of the biographical works only commemo-
rate the good deeds and preaching of the heroes. Being
written with the utmost reverence, they are full of

exaggeration and cannot be called biography in the strict

sense of the term. Also lacking in them are details about

the wordly lives of their subjects, the result of an indiffe-

rence to documentation. The biographers since

independence have written with a view to inspiring the

younger generation to develop national character as well

as their individuality. The biographer's main interest

has been more academic than aesthetic. Hence, an artis-

tic biography is a rarity, with biographers caring more
for content than for literary form. These biographers
have chosen their heroes mostly from political, spiri-

tual, social and cultural fields. This brief survey of the

biographical literature leaves us with a feeling of satis-

faction. It is fairly rich not only in quantity but in
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quality too. All these poems whether small or big not

only provide us with close and intimate pictures of the

personages about whom they are written but also help
us gather some important information about the social,

political, cultural and literary life of the age. Rising
above the dry historical documents and panegyrics these

poems have established themselves as a branch of crea-

tive literature which is no way a mean achievement.
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APPENDIX

AN ALPHABETICAL LIST OF CARITA KAVYAS.

1. Abdulla-caritaxn of Laksmipati

2. Ahalya-caritam of Sukfaaramasastri

3. Ananta-caritam of Vasudeva Atmarama

4. Anamaswanu-carita of Muniratnasuri

5. Ambarisa-caritam (22 verses) of Mahakavi Goroatidasa Elattur

Ramasvami Sastrl

6. Bhallala-carita of unknown author

7. Bhaktasimha-caritam of Svayamprakasa Sarma

8. Bharata-carita of Krsnacarya

9. Brahmarsi-Virajananda-carita of Medhavrata Sastrl

10. Bhudeva-caritam of Mahesacandra Taxkacudamanl

11. Buddha-carita of Asvaghosa ed., E.B. Cowell, Bibliotheca In-

dica, Oxford, 1885.

12. Ca&dxacuda-caritam of Umapatidhara
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13. CanJraprabia-caritarn of Sankaralal

14. Candraprabha-carit&m of Viranandi

15. Candrasekhara-caritam of Dhuvermajana

16. Calukya-caritam of Laksnmiarayanasastri

17. Cimni-caritam of Kavi Nilakantha

18. Caitanya-caritam of Kavikarnapura

19. Dasavatara-caritam of Sriradhakrsna Tiwari

20. Dasavatara-cartia of Ksemendra

21. Dasa-caritam of Srisailasuri, ed., by Sri T. Ananthanarayana,

SV Oriental Series No.20, Tirupati, 1990.

22. Dilipa-carlta of unknown author

23. Divyasuri-caritam of Srigarudavahana

24. Dhrva-caritam of Ganapatisastri

25. Dhrva-caritam of Jayakantha

26. Gajani Muhammad-caritam of P.G. Ramarthakavi

27. Gajendra-caritam of unknown author

28. Gandhara-caritam (50 verses) of Elattur Ramasvami Sastri

29. Gandhi-caritam of Sadhusarana Misra

30. Gopala-caritam of Padmanabha Bhatta

31. Gopala-carita of Srikrsnacaitanya

32. Gauri-caritam of Venkatasuri

33/ Gaun-cari^ara of Vrndavana Sukla

34. fiaracarita Cintamani of Jayaratha

35. Bari-carita of Caturbhuja

36. flari-carita of unknown author

37. Harivamsasara-carita of Govindamakhi

38. Hemakumara-carita of Sarnaprabhacarya

39. Hattiayendra-carita of Bhanubhatta

40. Jagadguru-caritam of Sarvananda
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41. Jahangira-caritam of Rudrakavi

42. Jinadatta-carita of Gunabhadra

43. JiVandfrara-car/ta of Gunabhadracarya

44. JoTJadeva-caritam of G.P. Padmanabhasastri

45. Jorjadeva-carifcam of Laksanasuri

46. Jnanendra-carita of Medhavrata Sastri

47. Jiumarapala-can^a of Hemacandra

48. Jnanesvara-caritam of Ksainadevi

49. JKjsiia~caria of Bilvaniangala

50. Krsna-caritam of Manadeva

51. Krsna-caritam of Motirama

52. Krsnbala-carita of Bilvamangala

53. Krsna-carita of Samudragupta

54. Ksatrapati-caritam of Umasankara Sauna Tripathi

55. Laghurama-carita of Y. Mahalinga Sastri

56. Laksminarayana-c.aiitam of Srinivasaputra

57. Lai bahadur Sastri-caritam of Ramesh Chandra Sukla

58. LingaLkyabhavikasa-carltam of Mahalingakavi

59. Maiatab-cariia of unknown author

60. Mahipala-carita of Caritrasundara

61. Muiii-carffcanir^a of Dilllpadattopadhyaya

62. Munisuvrata-carita of Muniiatnasuri

63. MaJthilesa-caritam of Ratnapani

64. Nandi-caritam of Krsnakavi

65. Narayanaswami-carita of Medhavrata Sastri

66. Nalsadhiyarcarita of Sriharsa

67. IV%aaada-cari*a of Medhavxata Sastri

68. Nehru-caritam of an unknown author
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69. Padyaharsa-carita of Rajagopala Cakravarti

70. Patanjali-cantam of Ramabkadra Diksita

71. Parsvanatha-carita of Vadirajasuri

72. Prabhavaka-carita of Candraprabhasiiri

73. Prajapati-caritam of Krsnakavi

74. Pratyekabuddba-carita of Laksmitilaka

75. Pradyumna-carita of Mahasena

76. Prahlada-caritain of Jayakantha

77. Ragbuvira-caritam or SukumaTsultan&-caF$t&m of

Ibburamji

78. Ragbuvira-carita edited by T. Ganapati Sastri

79. Raghunatba-carita of Jagadasaha

80. Raghunatba-tarkika-siromani-cantam of Raviray

81. Raghuviravarya-caritam of Tirumalakonacarya

82. Rantideva-caritam of Laksmi Warrier

83. Ranatadivya-caritam of Srinivasa

84. Rama-caritam of Kasinatha

85. Rama-caiitam of Mohanaswami

86. Rama-caxham of Visvaksena

87. Rama-caritam Yuvaraja Rajavarma

88. Rama-caritam of Raghunatha

89. Rama-carita of Abhinanda

90. Ramapala-caritam of Kavi Sandhyakaranandi

91.' Ragbava-caritam of Anandanarayana

92. Ramadasa-carltam of Ksamadevi

93. Ramanuja-carita campu of Sriramanujacarya

94. JJamanuja-carite-JrulaJca of Anvayacarya

95. Ramanujadlvya-caritam of unknown author

961 SaiiJcaracarja-carftarn of Govindanatha
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97. Sambhu-caritam of Vrndavana Sukla

98. Sambhuraja-carita of Harikavi alias Bhanubhatta
' ~"

99. Saxabhoji-cantam of Anantanarayana

100. Saiitinatha-caritam of Meghavijayagani

101. Sanii3aJia-carifca of Ajitaprabhacarya

102. Sikhaguru-caritauirtam of S.S. Hasurkar

103. Sivakaivalya-carita of V.M. Kulkarni
*

^

104. SivataiVaJya-caritam of Venka^a Rao

105. Srifcajafia-caritajii of Mankhuka

106. Sricaliiijaraja Ayanavamsa-caritani of Syama Bhatta

Bharadvaja

107. Sriharicarlta Mahakavyam of Sriharipadmanabha Sastri, ed.,

T. Venkatacarya, Adyar Library &: Research Centre, Adyax,

Chennai, 1960.
f f _

108. SriJcrsjaa-carf^aio of Sivadatta Tripathi

109. Srikrsna-caritam of Ramesh Candra Sukla

110. Sri Muttusvami Diksitacandra-caritam Mahakavyam of

V. Raghavan, Tunarvasu', No.l, Srikrishnapuram Street,

Chennai-600 014

111. Sribhasyakara-carita of Kausika Venkatesa

112. Sribhubya-caritam of Ganapatisastri

113. Sripada-carit&m of Sakalakirti

114. Srirama-caritam of Ramavisala Tripathi

115. Sri Vallabhacarya-caritam of S.S. Hasurkar

116. Sri Purnananda-caritam of an unknown author

117. Sri Swami Vivekananda-caritam of Tryaihbaka Sarma

Bhandarkax

118. Savitri-caxitam of Sankaralal

119. Sita-caritam of Reva Prasad Dvivedl
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120. Subodiaraina~caria of Balammal

121. Sudama-caritam of Pundarikaksa Misra

122. Sudama-caritam of Srinivasa

123. Sudarsana-caritam of Sakalakirti

124. Surata-carita of unknown author

125. Surendra-caritam of Sivarama

126. Surendra-carita mahakavyam of Digambara Mohapatra

127. Sumatinatha-carita of Samaprabhacarya

128. Surjana-caxitam of Gaudadeva

129. Sthaviravali-carita of Hemacandra

130. Tukarama-caritam of Ksamadevi

131. Tyagaraja-caritam of Sundaresa Sarma

132. Udayavarma-caritam ed., Sambasiva Sastri

133. IJ^ararama-carjta kavyam ed., Ramapisaroti

134. Varaiiga-carita of Jatasimhanandi

135. Vasudeva-caritam of Venidatta

136. Victoria-carita-samgraha of Keralavarma

137. Vidvat-carita-pancaka of Narayana Sastri Kiste

138. Vighnesvara-caxita of Ramavadhani

139. Vikramankadeva-carita of Bilhana

140. Vivekananda-caritam of K.S. Nagarajan

141. Virarkamparayarcarita (Madhura Vijayam) of Gangadevi ed.,

by Potukucci Subrahmanya Sastri with his own commentary in

Sanskrit and Telugu translation, Rajahmundry, 1960

142. Vrajendra-caritam of Sadananda

143. Vrsabhanu-caritam i.f Sakalakirti

144. Venkatesa-caritam of Ganasyama

145. Yasodhara-caritam of Vadirajasuri





SATYA VRAT

MANDANA AND HIS WORKS

CAMPUMANDANA

Mandana (1400-1435 A.D.),
1

the poet-prime

minister of Mandu, represents an important link in the

long chain of litteratuers who weilded pen and sword

with equal ease and effect, A prolific and versatile

writer, he was endowed with sakti and Vyutp&tti in

an ample measure. While his sakti unfolded itself in a

number of poetic works of different genres, the

AliUnJcaramandana and Sarasvatamandajia bear
*

i

'

eloquent testimony to his Vyutpatti. Besides the works

studied elsewhere,
2
his Campfimandana (CJlfl

3
merit? a

full-fledged appraisal in view of its manifold excellences.

It serves to unravel an important aspect of Mandana's

muse, the slimness of its size notwithstanding. The

CM purports to describe jn seven chapters (pafalas)

the elevating career of NeminStha, the twenty second

Tirthankara revered in the Jainstic tradition. Mandana

is enamoured of the sublimity of Nemi's character
(1.7),
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but the way he has sought to project it In the body of

the poem has retarded its growth.

THEME

Preliminaries and autobiographic details apart, the

CM, begins with a happy account of Samudravijaya's

metropolis, Vijayavardhana. A virtuous and powerful

ruler, Samudravijaya vanquished his foes which brought
him wide fame. His devoted wife Siva was an embodi-

ment of many a virtue including intelligence and beauty.

Siva sees in a dream a dvija offering her three gems
which resembled the mythic Kaustubha in brilliance.

She apprises Samudravijaya of the unusual dream. A
discerning Acarya, well versed in the lore, is summoned
who interprets the dream to be the harbinger of the

birth of the gem of a son (rateasja samdarsanats tu

ratnalabhah param te biavita, IV.l). Siva conceived

at an appropriate moment. A brilliant sketch of her

pregnancy follows, Even with all her desires fulfilled

she longed for a visit to the forest which was readily

met. She gave birth to a son much to the joy of her

husband (vadanam abhavad asya prodyad uttalabhasi,

IV.7). The child was aptly named Neminatha in view of

his potential to carry the disc of dharma and artha. As
he stepped into youth, he surpassed the cupid in beauty
and brilliance.

Krsna, pleased with Nemi's name and fame,

despatches a fleeting envoy to Vijayavardhanapura to

summon Mm to Dvarika. Samudravijaya feels proud of

the honour done to him. At his bidding Nemi leaves for

Dvarika amidst royal fanfare to be greeted there with

equal gusto by none else than Krsna himself. As Nemi
was in the prime of youth, Krsna decides to
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arrange Ms marriage and sends for Ms parents as well.

On cool consideration Ms marriage is fixed with Raji-

mati, the calmly daughter of Ugrasena, the ruler of

Mathura. The town is promptly spruced up for the great

occasion. Nemi and his entourage, as they

approached Mathura, were received with fanfare and

courtesy. Nemi leaves for the bride's house at an auspi-

cious moment. However, he is over-whelmed with revul-

sion in the midst of festivities, on hearing the piteous

cries of the animals snared there to be slaughtered for

the marriage-feast. The thought that he was to be the

cause of the massive killings filled Mm with anguish.
He discards the marriage and makes Mmself scarce then

and there. Rajimati is stunned at the sudden turn of

events and curses her lot on hearing her heart-rending

cries, Nemi is convinced of her devotion to him and

suddenly appears before her. She pleads with Mm not

to snap the ties with her, strengthened over eight ear-

lier births (astajanmajanito nanu sarthah tyajyate kim
adhuna kila natha, VII. 17). Nemi reminds her of the

severe penance she had performed with him. Prompted
by the knowledge of self, Rajimati acMeves the sublime

goal. Nemi, on the other hand, is lost in austerities on
the high peak of Raivataka.

The theme is evidently skeletal. It is too tenuous

a base for the edifice that is sought to be raised there

on. It has been dealt with so casually that only broad

outlines of the story have emerged in the poem. The
frame of the CM is indeed too frail to sustain Nemi's
career in its totality, but Mandana did not put even
the available canvass to a profitable use. It has resulted

in a nagging dichotomy between the form and contents

of the poem. The form of the CM is too vast for the
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sketchy theme but Is too tiny to hold the digressions

and descriptions with which it is infested.

The CM is an apology for skilful execution of the

story. The author's aversion to the successful handling
of the theme is evident at every step. He has broken into

the time-worn descriptions of the natural phenomena in

Chapter Two after touching upon the story in the first.

These descriptions may be attractive in their own way,
but there is no justification for them to be positioned

after the first chapter itself. A feeble attempt is made to

carry the story further in the third chapter but it again
has to negotiate impediments in the form of descritpions

of the scenic beauties soon thereafter. Chapter Four is

a wee richer in contents, though it is also dominated by
the extraneous matter. The last three chapters bring
the story to conclusion, but it is lost for the better part

in a mage of digressions. Mandana has been rather in-

different to the story. After alluding to an episode or

sp, he invariably breaks into descriptions, unmindful of

ujrhethef they have an organic connection with the story

or not. The CM is thus reduced a heap of descriptions.

Sources of CM :

Besides the Uttaradiyayanasutra,
4 the ifarivamsa-

purana of Jinasena, the Uttarapnrana of Gunabhadra
and Hemachandra's Trisastisalaka Purusacarita (TSPC)
are the important sources that seek to detail the JVezni-

carita at some length. Most of the subsequent works

dealing with the life - account of the twenty second
Tirthankara are indebted to them in one way or the

other. Thus, Kfrtiraja, the author of Neminatha -

MaAakavya,
5 owes the version of his theme to
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Hemacandra, minor dissimilarities between the two

notwithstanding. They concur on the number and

sequence of the dreams that Siva sees as a prelude to

her conception.
6 With a Brahmana offering her three

Kaustubha - like gems,
7 Mandana has slashed down

the fourteen traditional dreams to one. While in the

Neminatha - Mahakavya (NNM), Samudravijaya's

interpretation of the dreams is subsequently upheld by
a soothsayer (11.23, IIL24), the task is assigned to a

'new acarya' in the CM, who like wise prognosticates
the birth pf a worthy son.8 In the version of Nemi's

marriage, $,s described in the CM, Krsna fixes his

marriage with Rajimati with the concurrence of his

parents which, however, he discards right in the midst of

its execution9 According to the puranic sources, Krsna

settles the marriage only after he is convinced that

biological urgings had erupted in NemL 10
Mandana, in

opting for the bald version, has robbed it of its

inherent sensitivity. The outlines of the touching

episode, episode of Nemi's repudiation of the marriage
and Rajimati 's piteous wai?s that follow it, as drawn

by Mandana, do not differ much from Hemacandra's

version. 11 But his account of Nemi's escape to the

forest even as Rajimati was following him and his allu-

sion to his hard-heartedness and compassion soon there-

after not only involve a bit of contradiction but Is also

not borne out by any of the known sources. Whether
Mandana has made the changes on any authority or

they are the figment of his imagination, is difficult to

ascertain. They, however, do not seem to heighten the

poem's worth.

While the theme of the CM is not well executed,
it cannot boast of high poetic excellences either. The
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CM.
5 p.5-6

Mandana reveals in depleting the natural form of

prakrtL He has drawn in a solitary verse an integrated

picture of the vernal season. Alliteration and the sweet

phraseology emanating therefrom combine to heighten

the charm of the description.
12 The description of dark-

ness in the same chapter is lovely and realistic, tellingly

illustrating Mandana's expertise in describing the

alambana form of nature, though his predilection for

the ornate style is also evident. The use of the figures

of speech Upama, Rupaka and Utpreksa have heigh-

tened the effect of the description without impairing its

natural beauty. "The dense darkness resembling the

herd of old elephants has so enveloped the world that

not a speck of light is seen anywhere. The whiteness

of the white lotuses is fully eclipsed. The banks of the

rivers resound with the shrieks of the Gakravaka birds.

The lotuses seem to pay ^Mm' obeisance with folded

hands (petals)".
13

The natural and ornate styles seem to intermingle in

the description of the moonshine as well. "The moon-

light has bundled out the daxkness lock, stock and
barrel. Filled with moonshine, the sky looks like a white

parasol. Laksmi and Paravati are struggling hard to

identify their spouses. The abiisarfias could be distin-

guished by the sound of their anklets alone. While the
cuckoos surpassed the swans, the Cakravakas rejoiced

mistaking the moonlight for the daylight. The moon
relieved the fatigue caused by tire nocturnal orgy. The
high personages always do good to all".
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When invested with human character, even the trite

phenomena come to vibrate with charm.

Mandana has sought to personify the function of the

morning sun with a slesopama. The sun is seen to

conduct itself like a king. There appears to be

complete similarity between the two f The king empties

his treasure by making liberal donations to the people,

the sun 'opens' the Capricorn of the lotus with its rays

(hands). As the king multiplies his riches, the sun adds

to the glory of the lotus. 14

The description of the summer symbolises the

ornate description of nature in the poem. Mandana
deserves esteem for the way he has highlighted the

ferocity of the summer with appropriate Upamanas.
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The oppressive Indian summer seems to be reflected in

the pity sentences in its entirety
15

.

RASA

The precepts laid down for the mahakavya, may be

deemed to hold good for the Campu as well. It is thus

out of the trinity of Srngara, Vira and Santa that the

principal sentiment of the Campu has to he chosen. 16

The Campu writers have by and large respected the

injunction while the Jaina Campus generally culminate

in quietism (santara&a).

In view of the high priority accorded to the descrip-

tions, hone of the sentiments in the CM. has developed
with the intensity that may entitle it to the status of the

angirasa. However, Santa would have been in tune with

the genius and climax of the story. But feeble flashes is

all that we have in the name of Santarasa, though the

poem does not lack the avenue for it to unfold itself with

vehemence. In its present state, quietism in the poem
is confined to such casual observations as fqqi5Hi<irJ

(p.30),

These isolated touches are evidently no substitute of a

full-fledged treatment of the sentiment.

The sentiment that has found tolerable expression
in the CM is the Pathos. In view of the restrictions

imposed by the poeticians, it cannot be admitted as the

angirasa, though Bhavabhuti is inclined to view it as the

only rasa worth its while (IIL47). Rajimati is aghast at

the way she was discarded in dramatic circumstances.

She falls on the ground like a banner struck by a storm,
and breaks into piteous cries on coming to her own.
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Cursing her lot for reducing her to a living corpse, she

runs after her 'lord' like a possessed person.
17

Though Sragara is out of tune with the character

of the poem, it could have found powerful expression
in the love and dalliance of Samudravijaya and Siva

but Mandana has mysteriously missed the opportunity.

However, a faint glimpse of Srngara is had in the

reference to the damsels of Dvarika who distract even

the recluses with their pretty advances (p 23). Vatsalya
has emerged with greater force. It unfolds itself in the

description of the childhood pranks of Nemi (p.17).

The CM thus stands in an unenviable position so fax

as the development of rasa is concerned. As borne out

by his JKavya - mancfana, Mandana was well-equipped
to handle the various sentiments but he has been rather

averse to it in the CM,

Language

The CM has evidently sprung from the author's

anxiety to establish himself as a prose-writer of a high
order. This is what accounts for the preponderance of

the prose therein* Like most of the earlier Campus, the

prose in the CM is not restricted to serve any
specific purpose. It has been used at will to voice a
wide spectrum of situations and ideas. Although the
verse too has been similarly used in the CM but so far

as the prose is concerned, Mandana has worked it up
to display Ms control over the medium. Mandana had
a dear vision of the type of prose he wanted to foster.

He did not mean to over-awe the reader with intricate

prose padded with strings of compounds, sastric allu-
sions or lexical words and recondite grammatical forms.
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It is the vibrant but lucid prose that meets Ms appro-
bation. He subscribes to the view that abundance of

compounds form the heart -of prose : site

(Kavyadarsa^ L80). But samasabhfiy&stv&xn

for Mandana does not mean sesquipedalian compunds.
He seems to favour moderate doses of compounds only.

Whatever the subject, he has invariably couched it in

a prose which, though rich in compounds, does not

overstep moderation. Mandana*s prose is marked by
different tiers which the old poeticians had categorised

as Vaidarbhi, Pancali and GaudI styles (nils). Needless

to say, it is the lucid prose that is the most attractive,

though that infested with cumbersome compounds as

its own significance.

The description of S^mudravijaya's metropolis

exemplifies the Vaidarbhi at its best. While Slesa and

Parisamkhya tend to lend complexity to the prose,

Mandana, notwithstanding their use, has described the

capital in a simple and easy language.
18 Krsna's envoy

has also been detailed in a lucid phraseology inherent

in the Vaidarbhi style (p.19). So is the spread of moon-

shine, as noted earlier (p.8).

While it may not always be possible to adhere to

Vaidarbhi in prose, the verses in the CM have been

composed, almost invariably, in a diaphanous

phraseology, as prescribed by the poeticians.
19 Such

verses as abound in long compounds are not many. Even
the longer metres have not marred the sweetness and
ease of the language. ^Nemi's exhortation to Rajlmatl,

though clothed in the Sardulavikndita metre, is marked

by pleasing simplicity which accords well with spirit of
the subject.
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VII. 19

The second tier of language in the CM is represent

by what the poeticians call the Pancali riti. The maj
part of the prose employed in the poem is cast in tl

mould. This is what has enabled Mandana to keep I

prose within, the bounds of moderation. The langua,
used in detailing Siva's dream turns out to be the be

example of the PancaJl style (p.12).

Exceptions apart, Mandana has not overdone h

prose. However, in a bid to establish himself as a writ

of ornate prose, he was occasionally pushed to chui

out the type of prose which may be taken to illustra

the GaudI style. The formidable compounds worked u

there are not always in tune with the spirit of the subje<

or situation under description. The prose loaded wit

unending compounds that has been used i

describing the decoration of Mathura on the occasion c

Rajimati's marriage is evidently out of place (p.26-27]
The ugliest form of the GaudI style is seen in the fright

ening compound which consists of as many as forty on
members (paclas) (p.32). This is the longest compoum
worked up in the poem.

Mandana's prose is marked by winsome alliteration

Not unlike in the Jffavya-mandana, the under currenl

of Anuprasa flows in the better part of the poem. 11

is found interwoven with other figures of speech as well,

The judicious application of alliteration has contributed
to the sweetness and rhythm, which, combined together,
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have given rise to lovely phraseology (padalalitya) in

the poem. Nemi's escape from the marriage has been

couched in a language which as notable for its sweet

phraseology.
19

Mandana excels in mustering accordant phraseology
which facilitates a better and quicker understanding of

the subject under description. The pen -
pictures in

the CM have claimed perhaps the most appropriate

phraseology. The sketch of the Acarya, summoned to

interpret Siva's dream, is by far the best piece (p.13),

The abundance of compounds has made the

nominal and verbal forms scarce in the poem. Mandana
is, however, fond of the perfect tense

(ftf^).
In view

of his fairly sound grounding in grammar, it is rather

odd to find Un-Paninian forms in the CM though they
are not many in number. The use of dive for divf

(IV. 10) and samarthayaii for arthayati (p.14) is

indefensible. Mandana has been rather brusque in muti-

lating the standard idioms. While sucibhedyam tamah
is the norm, he has opted for sarabhedyam tamah (IL3).
The use of chinnakajjalam for bhinnakajjalam (II.3) is

equally arbitrary.

Figures of Speech

Though dismissed as outer trappings of poetry,
20 the

alamkaras, in view of the clarity and strength they lend
to the expression, are inseparable from its genius.
Mandana has been circumspect in applying the figures
of speech, both of word and meaning. Of the

sabdalamkaras, he is deeply enamoured of Anuprasa,
which is found interwoven in the better part of the

poem.21 The loveliest form of alliteration, the
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Antyanuprasa, noted for the rhythm and sweetness that

it imparts to the verse, has not been used much in the
O'J

poem.

Upama seems to hold unusual fascination for

Mandana. It has been widely used in the CM. The

telling Upamanas that have been culled from a

variety of sources, serve to make ihe expression more

effective. Siva shone forth with the child as does the

earth with the wdhiknmbha (IV.9). The Upamana

brings out effectively the high worth of the child.

Mandana has used the abstract Upamanas with equal

ease and effect. The meeting with Nemi, Samudra-

vijaya and Krsna heightened the glory of Ugrasena as

Moksa shines all the more in the company of diarma,

artJba and Jcama (VL12). Mandana's skill in handling

the slesopama is also beyond dispute though it has been

used sparingly in the CM (1.5).

Besides these major Alamkaras, Sfesa, Utpreksa,

JJOpaJca, Virodfaabiasa, Atisajoiti, Aiiiantaranyasa,

YibJiavana, P&nsamkhya. etc., are some of the other

figures of speech that have been used in the poem to

strengthen the expression.

Metre

With prose accorded a dominant role, the verse in

the CM has been relegated to a secondary position.

The poem consists of no.more than 103 verses in all.

Besides the three indeterminate metres, Mandana has

used fifteen metres to clothe them. With twenty two
verses couched in it, Maflini emerges as the dominant

metre, while Upajati with sixteen comes next. The last

patala has claimed as many as ten metres. The use
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of Viyogini to voice Rajimati's agony is indicative of

the author's skill in using appropriate metres accord

with various feelings. The fifteen metres employed in

the poem are as follows : Anustup, Pathyavaktra,

Indravajra, Upajati (usual), Upajati (Upendravajra +
Rathoddhata, Indravajra + Rathoddhata), Svagata,

Vasantattiaka, Malini, Prthvi^Sardulavikridita^ Viyo-

gini, Puspitagra, Arya, Upagiti, GitL

However, the use of metre in the CM is not

beyond reproach. Some of them are tarnished by

different anomalies. While the fifth letter in the third

hemistich of Anustup in VIL6 is long, the fourth

hemistich is short of one letter. The sequence of ganas

in the third hemistich of Svagata in is ra, na, ra, I, gu,

in place of ra, na, bia, gu, gu. Quite a few other metres

also suffer from such errors.

To Mandana Campu is no less fascinating than a

youthful maiden.23 The CM indeed merits attention for

its lovely phraseology. His skillfullness in handling the

Alamkaras is also beyond dispute. These trappings

apart, the CM is woefully deficient in sentiments, the

soul of poetry.

Mandana aimed to establish his credentials as a skil-

full writer of ornate prose through the CM. He seems to

have achieved his objective.
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APARNA CHATTOPADHYAY

ASOKA'S CLAIM FOR THE
THRONE

In Mahavamsa we are told that in the ksatriya

Maurya dynasty the famous Candragupta was born.

The Brahmana Canakya having killed the ninth Nanda,
made him the king of the whole of India (Jambudvrpa),
He ruled for twenty-four years and then his son Bindu-

sara ruled for twenty-eight years. Bindusara had one

hundred and one sons. Among these sons Asoka was

the best of all. Asoka killed his ninetynine half-brothers

and became the master of the whole of India,
1 The

similar fapts are given in Dipavamsa (ch. V -
41, 42;

ch. VI -
22, 23). So in those texts we neither find

the najie of Asoka's mother nor we are told what kind

of claini hfe had for the throne excepting that he was

the bes1

!
(Cff

all the sons of Bindusara. (Mahavamsa,

V46). Adcbrding to Mahavamsatika, Asoka's mother

was Dhax^m v the principal queen of Bindusara. 2 The

date of fcpfliposition of Mahavariasa, is fixed at the

beginning ofJhe 6^h century A.D., and the earliest date
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of the composition of its commentary, that is, Maha-
vamsatika, is fixed some-time in 664-673 A.D., while

the latest date is the first half of the 13th century. It

has been finally concluded that the Tika belonged to a

period between 1000 and 1250 A.D.3

In this case the earlier work the original Mahavamsa
should be considered as a more reliable source.4 Without
much hesitation we can rely upon Mahavamsa rather

than its Tika, the commentary. Dipavamsa which is a
work of 4th century A.D. also does not give the name of

Asoka's mother nor describes Asoka as the crown prince.
It is a work belonging to a period older than the period
of Mahavaiiasa.5

That Asoka fought for the throne with his half-

brother Susima (alias Sumana) can be accepted as a
confirmed fact. In almost all the sources of Asokan
history, this fact is noticed. In Mahavamsa, though he
was the best of all the sons of Bindusara, he killed his

ninety nine half-brothers and obtained the mastery over
the whole of Jambudvipa (India).

6 The great Asoka had
his coronation celebrated after four years.

7

In Dipavamsa we find that Asoka killed his

brothers when Mahendra was ten years old and then
it took him four years in ruling Jambudvipa.

8 Here we
are also told that he killed his hundred brothers.9 In
Mahabodhivamsa we find the war of succession

c
as

between Asoka on one side, and the coalition of all

his 08 brothers, who made a common cause with their
eldest brother Sumana the juvaraja and hence the law-
ful hek to the throne'. 10 In Divyavadana we find the

war^of succession between Asoka and his half brother
Susima. 11 In Taranath's 'History of Buddhism in
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India5 we find that Asoka went on fighting vrith his

elder half-brother for several years and at last killed Ms
six half-brothers He attacked many other cities

and brought under his rule the whole territory fiom
the Himalayas to the Vindhya.

12 That neither Sunxana

(Susima) nor Asoka was nominated by Bindusara as his

successor during his life-time, is noticed in the descrip-
tion of the last days of Bindusara in Dviy&vandana.
Here we find that Susima was sent to Taxila to quell

a revolt, Asoka was in the capital. The last hour of

Bindusara had come. He asked his ministers to

summon Susima, as he wanted to give the throne to the

latter. The ministry which was in favour of Asoka did

not comply with his order. Bindusara vomitted blood

and expired. Asoka got the throne. Susima came and
the struggle for the throne between Asoka and Susima
followed.13

.

If Bindusara had installed Susima as the

crown-prince during his life time the war of succession,

perhaps, would not have followed. If the installation of

the crown-prince were a confirmed fact, the public would
have sided with the legitiinate successor,

nominated by the monarch. But we do not have any
information that the masses took the side of the crown-

prince. On the other hand, we find them dumb specta-
tors of the fraticidial war. That the masses also could

be active in resisting unlawful attacks is noticed in the

Mahavamsatika. Here we find that the first attack, on

the Nanda empire by Candragupta and Canakya were

crushed, as the population rose en masse. Surrounding
them and hewing their army with their weapons.

14

It is possible that the fact noticed in Divyavadana
that Asoka was the child of a 'pratiloma' marriage.
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caused one of the obstacles in his claiming the throne. 15

In Divyavadana we are told that Asoka's mother was

a Brahmana girl of Campa.
16 If we accept this fact as

historically correct, Asoka could not have any right for

his paternal property. He could have only the right of

maintenance. Because a son born of a lady of higher

caste by her marriage with a man of lower caste could

not have any right to his father's property. This is the

rule of the Dharmasastras.17

According to Taranath, Asoka's father named
Nemita a king of Camparana of the border-land had
six sons by his first queen. Later he had united with

the wife or daughter of a merchant and she concived.

The king's mother died and on the day the mourning
was over the merchant's wife gave birth to a son. The

king said that the child was to be named Asoka because

he was born on the day when the period of mourning
came to an end. 18

Taranath belonged to the last part of the 16th

century. So the value of his work is certainly legs than

the other texts mentioned above. Still if we accept the

facts about Asoka's mother given by Taranath as true,

Asoka's claim for the thorne becomes weaker^ Because

according to Manu the son of a Ksatriya by a Vaisya
woman would be regarded as base-born (Manu, ch. X
-

10). It is also to be noted that Asoka .was always

very particular to count the date of his edicts from the

date of his coronation. The coronation of a monarch

gives the legal validity to his position as a king. In

Dipavamsa we find this particular importance given to

Asoka's coronation.19 In moderan tiiiies we have seen

that the performance of coronation became very impor-
tant for Sivaji. Because his signature on documents
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needed the proof of his valid position as a sovereign. So

Ms position as a Ksatriya, a scion of the royal family of

Mewar was first established by the pandits who toured

in Rajasthan and declared Sivajl as a descendant of the

illustrious Iksvaku Dynasty of Ramacandra himself and
a relation of the Ranas of Mewar. And then Sivajl,

already a married man and a father, was first invested

with the sacred thread and then coronated.20 So in the

case of Asoka we find his efforts to point out that the

orders passed by him as notified in his edicts were valid

because those were passed after his coronation.

So we can conclude that Asoka's claim was weak and
that there was war for succession which finally ended in

favour of Asoka.
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1AURI MAHULIKAR

TRANSMIGRATION OF THE SOUL

(WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO

PANCAGNIVIDYA)

ntroduction

Transmigration is an aspect of Eschatology, which

5 a doctrine or theory of the end. End can be either

idividual or cosmic. Individual eschatology is an

ccount of the destiny that awaits each person after

eath* This may be7 seen in terms of the judgement
f the dead, the transmigration of the soul to other

xistences, or an after-life in some spiritual realm.

Josmic eschatology envisages more general transmigra-

ions or the end of the present world,
1
Since the topic

eals with transmigration of the soul which pertains to

be individual self, cosmic eschatology is not considered

ere,

Transmigration
- the doctrine

"Transmigration is a process by which after death,

ither a spiritual or an ethereal, subtle and thinly
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material part of the personality, having left the body
that it previously inhabited, 'migrates' and enters

another body (human or animal) or another form of

being (plant or even inanimate object)".
2 Other terms

often used in this context are rebirth, (especially in

Indian religion), palingenesis (Greek palin = again) and

metempsychosis (Greek meta = again, Psyche = soul).

Whatever be the term used, the notion of a non-physical

entity existing separately from the physical body is

assumed by all beliefs that posit an after-life.

In fact, the individual entity has only two places; this

life and the next life and the transition of the self from

one body to another is like its passing from dream to

the waking state. The dream state, for the Upanisadic

thinkers, is not a separate place; it comes at the

junction of this life and the next. Staying here, the soul

sees both places, this life and the next.3
This, perhaps,

is the reason, why certain experiences in dream, do not

correspond to those of the waking state (which they

normally do), but are rather attributed to the

experiences of another life.

The Process

At the time of death, the subtle body including the

vital force and the organs, goes out. Then it is

.endowed with particular consciousness of the next body.

Though devoid of a gross, elemental body, the soul

immediately gets an astral body after death. With
this non-terrestrial body, the soul travels. This body
is determined by one's past deeds; good or evil, and
his knowledge, his meditation etc. In fact, medita-

tion, work and previous impressions are the assets of a

dying man journeying to the next life.
4 Just as a leech
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dwelling In grass goes to the tip of the blade of grass,

catches another support and withdraws itself,
3 so does

the self sets aside the present body, takes up a new
one which he creates by extending his impressions and
withdraws itself. The elemental body then lies senseless

on the ground. Normally this is a smooth transition,

but sometimes, the self in the body, departs groaning.
An empty cart moves swiftly, but a fully loaded one

creaks and jolts, similarly a self full of desires, aspira-

tions, longings, unfulfilled wishes, struggles for breath

at the time of transition.6 The truth, however, remains

that whatever is born, meets its end; and on the other

hand, whatever gets destroyed, is reborn. If death is a

certainty, so also is rebirth. This process of rebirth is

elucidated in the Upanisads as Pancagnividya.

Pancagnividya

It is a five-fold-fire-lore. Surprisingly, the know-

ledge about this doctrine was a privilage of the

ruling class i.e., the ksatriyas. In Chandogya Upamsad
and Brahadaranyakopanisad, we come across this as

expounded by king Pravahana Jaivali to Gautama,
father of Svetaketu. It so happened that Svetaketu,
after completing his studies came to the court of king
Jaivali. The king asked him five questions, which the

poor boy could not answer. Disappointed, he came back

to his father and accused him of not educating him

throughly. But Gautama, himself did not know this

secret lore; so he approached the king and humbly re-

quested him to impart the knowledge. The king first

tried to dissuade him; but once convinced of his keen-

ness and genuine interest, taught him the secret lore in
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the form of answers to his five questions. The questions
were :

1. Where do created beings go from here?

2. How do they return?
<*

3. What is the parting place of the two paths, viz.,

Devayana and Pitryana?

4. Why is the other world not over crowded?

5. How at the fifth oblation the watery offerings come
to be designated as man?8

It is a common experience that once a thing is put
into the fire, it gets transformed; eg., clarified butter,

ghrta, when offered as oblation into the fire, gets trans-

formed into sweet-smelling fumes and gets mixed with

the wind. Fire is the cause of this change. In a similar

manner, while the soul takes up new body after dis-

carding the elemental one, there take place five types of

chemical changes. The factors which cause such changes
are aptly called fire -

pancagni.

The subtle body of the soul is called faith, Sraddha
and it is equated with water, as there is abundance of

water-principle. This water gets transformed into Soma
in the heavenly world. Thus, dyuloka becomes the first

fire. For prescriptive meditation, the simile of fire in

its each detail is stretched to dyuloka. Sun is identified

with the fuel, rays of the sun to smoke, day caused by
the sun is the flame, moon rising at the day-tre^k is the

ember and the stars scattered around are the sparks of

this heavenly firfc. Whatever is the produce of one, is an
oblation for the next fire. Thus, Soma becomes an offer-

ing into the second fire namely Parjanya, the presiding
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deity of rain. This results into actual rain-water, which
becomes an offering for the third fire namely the earth.

The rain-water falling on earth, produces food. Cycle of

one year acts as fuel or energizing agent. Earth becomes

fertile, when exposed to air, water and sun for a period
of one year, and produces food. This food is consumed
by a man who transforms it into seed. Thus man is

the fourth fire. Woman is the fifth fire, in whom the

seed is implanted. Seed, then transforms into a foetus,9

Thus from the initial offering of water, through gradual
development, an embryo is formed and is designated as

man. He lives the length of his life. After death he is

subjected to this same process.

The purpose of describing this chain of births and
deaths is to create dispassion and aversion for trans-

migratory existence. Madhvacarya, in his commentary
on the Brahmasutra-s has named the first section of the

third chapter as vairagjapada.
10

Two Paths

King Pravahana Jaivali answered the fifth question
first and expounded the five-fold-fire-lore. In his answer
to the first question, viz., where do created beings go
from here? he said, the souls go either to Brahmaloka
or Ohandraloka. This involves the discussion of two

patts^thfc path of light and the path of smoke. A Vedic

seer Iferdhanvan states that he has heard of two paths
and

tSaya:na explains these as devayana, and piiryana.
11

The Git. Up. says, those who know Pancagnividya, who
are'devbted to faith and austerity, go by the path of

tijgjht' and gradually crossing the steps of bright fort-

nigfaf,^northern solstice, year, sun, moon, lightening

theyyreadht the region of Brahma, from where there is
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no comeback. 12 Those who practise sacrifices and works

of social utility and charity, go by the path of smoke.

They trevel to dark fortnight, southern solstice and to

the region of manes and moon, where they become the

food of the deities, i.e., instruments of their enjoyment.
After being consumed, they came back. 13

Besides these two glorified paths, there is a third one

also. People who neither worship or meditate, nor do

they perform ritual or beneficial acts, keep

repeatedly revolving in the vicious cycle of births and
deaths. This is the third state, birth of small insigni-

ficant creatures, insects and the like that fall under the

category of jayasva znrijasva.
14 There are a lot many

souls in this category and this is the reason why the

region of the moon never gets filled up or over-crowded.

Atharva Veda records these three paths in a simple
manner. It says, after death, the souls of virtuous deeds

go to heaven, those of sinful deeds to hell and by mixed

actions, the souls get entangled in the earthly
existences. 15

Rebirth or re-incarnation

This notion is not accepted world-wide and yet there

are theosophists who believe in this. A scholar like

H.P. Owen remarks, "The Old Testament contains only
a few vague references to a person after life. But it

often refers to a future time when God will establish his

everlasting reign of righteousness and peace".
16 Curtiss

F.H. a practising theosophist observes, "as surely as we
awaken each morning and bring back with us all that
we have learned in previous days, just so surely will we
survive and awaken into a new life, in the next incarna-

tion, bringing with us as inherent faculties, all the gains
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we have made in the last life, together with all we have
learned in the higher realms, between death and rebirth,
as stock in trade, with which to start reincarnation". 1T

The transmigratory soul is clothed with the
subtle body, but it is purely neutral, devoid of any moral

distinction; whence then the differences of Paths in the

Beyond, the contrast of reward and punishment in the
other world and the form of the subsequent rebirth in

this world? For this we must assume besides the elemen-

tary substratum, a second, a moral substratum. And
this is the substratum of acts (Br.Sn. IV.2.6, III.2.13).

Verily, through good work one becomes good, through
evil work evil. In the endless chain of transmigration,
every new life is conditioned in its doing and suffer-

ing by the works of the preceding life; these therefpre

bring about the changes in the soul's destiny, and these

changes interpose as a new moment as "something which
was not there before" (apurvam). The concept belongs
to the karmamimamsa and is, tKe metaphysical link
betwen work and its retribution. Sankara dismisses

apurvam as being non-spiritual and places retribution in
the hand of God

(Br.SuJII.2.40,41), but explains faith
as the waters, rising upwards in the sacrifice. They are
the bearers of the works conditioned by Faith. He calls
it katmasamavayinah apah (Br.Su.III.1.2).

Thus, the role of Jcarman is vital in the concept of
rebirth. In this regard it can be said "Man is altogether
and throughout composed of desire (i&na); in propor-
tion to his desire is his discretion

(Jcratu); in proportion
to his discretion he performs acts

(larxaa); and in pro-
'

portion to his acts, is his rebirth".
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The Gita says that good deeds never go waste,
18

they determine a noble rebirth. Having acquired the

region according to one's deeds and staying there for

some time, the meritorious soul is born in the house
of the holy and noble. 19 Past impressions determine his

character. Every birth is a bonus life to improve and
achieve higher goals. Rebirth is not a punishment, but
another chance to accumulate more merits, atone for

past sins and shape our destiny, our after-death condi-

tion.

Findings

The concept of transmigration is deeply rooted in

the doctrine of karma. "As we sow, so do we reap" is

very true in individual survival. The very notion that

one's own good or bad deeds cause his next life, makes a
commonman god-fearing and obliges him to adopt the

path, of righteousness. Thus, the law of karm.au pre-

supposes morality and confirms divine justice. We
reincarnate to demonstrate the character talents and
skills we have developed in previous lives, that we may
continue to improve them, until we have attained God-
consciousness,

If heredity and environment were, as claimed by the

materialists and deterroinists, the deciding factors

formulating personality, all children of the same

parents and brought up in the same environment, would
be as much alike as peas in a pod; but they are

obviously not so. Thus, this is the automatic result

of karmic causality.

I would like to end the paper quoting a few lines of

Rudyard Kipling.
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"We do come back - come back again,
As long as this big earth rolls.

He who never wasted a leaf of a tree,
Do you think he would squander souls?"
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C. LAKSHMI NARASIMHA MOORTY

ANOTHER LOOK AT THE
UTTARAKANDA OF RAMAYANA

t *

AND CANTOS XIV AND XV OF

THE RAGHUVAMSAM

The Ramayana of Valmiki is always known to be

one of six kandas with a supplement.
1 The very name

Uttarakanda signifies that it is a later' book, an

addition to the original. All the Ramayana scholars,
2

in one voice, agree on this point. The very fact that the

early Indian vernacular translations
3
of the Ramayana

did not include the Uttarakanda proves that the

ancient Indians also treated the Uttarakanda as not

one of Valmiki. On the other hand, vernacular ver-

sions had separate Uttarakandas.4 The oldest literary

version of Ramayana out side Indian subcontinent, the

Javanese Ramayana Kakavin of Yoglsvara of Indone-

sia
4 assigned to the early tenth century, is also silent

about the Uttarakanda. Instead, we have a separate
Javanese Uttarakanda in prose.

5 The bas-reliefs of Loro

Jonggrang complex at Prambannan in Central Java,
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Indonesia and sculptures of Ramayana scenes belonging

to the Gupta period at Nacna Kuthara and Deogarh do

not include anything from the Uttarakanda.6 The early

literary compositions, the plays of Bhasa, make no refer-

ence to any event of the Uttarakanda, Similarly, Bhatti,

in his Ravanavadha, ignored it completely, since he was

particularly conservative in his choice of material.

The earliest reference to the story of the Uttarakanda

can be found in Brhatkatha as retold by Ksemendra

and Somadeva in their Brhatkathamanjari and Katha-

saritsagara respectively, Asvaghosa also refers in his

Saundaranandam7
to the birth of Kusa and Lava in

the hermitage of Valmiki and thus shows his acquain-

tance with the story of Uttarakanda. Vimalasuri8 who
can be assigned to the period between first and third

centuries A.D., has described in detail the abandon-

ment of Sita and the birth of the twins and their fight

with their father. Kalidasa summarises the incidents

of the Uttarakanda in two cantos XIV and XV of his

Raghuvamsa. Bhavabhuti and Dinjnaga had based their

Uttararamacarita and Kundamala on the Uttarakanda

of Valmiki. Padmapurana has a detailed account of the

abandonment of Sita in its Patalakhanda.

Regarding the period of the composition of the

Uttarakanda, it is generally recognised
9 that the

Uttarakanda is the latest addition to the Ramayana,
later than the Balakanda, Along with Balakanda, the

Uttarakanda is assigned to the third stage of evolution

of the Ramayana. This third stage falls between the first

and third centuries A.D. 10 Scholars believe that external

references indicate that the Uttarakanda was becoming
recognized as a part of the Ramayaaa during the Gupta
period. They feel that the negative evidence in the form
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of silence or omission of incidents from the Uttarakanda
in the works and sculptures belonging to Gupta period
would be taken as pointing to the lack of acceptance
of the Uttarakanda, rather than its non-existence. But
it is with great reluctance alone that the Uttarakanda
was accepted into the fold of the Ramayana. This is

inferred by the presence of the Phalasruti at the end of

the Yudhakanda, which refers to the work as complete
at that point.

Ramayana-scholars 1 * triad to trace the process by
which both the Balakanda and the Uttarakanda have

* *

been built out of a number of virtually independent

episodes, many of which have links with other puranic
literature. The Uttarakanda reveals that two indepen-
dent parts, the Agastya's narration of the exploits of

Ravana and the abandonment of Sita, with obvious

stylistic differences coming together to form the core

of the text of the Uttarakanda. Agastya's account is

of a much ornate style, not dissimilar from the elabo-

rated passages of the second stage of the development of

the Ramayana. The later part, with its basically non-

literary and puranic character, is narrated in a bare,

unadorned style. There is no real difference between the

narration of obvious puranic insertions and the story of

abandonment Sita. The passages with good manuscript

support and items in Appendix-I
12 which have been

assigned to the fourth stage, are the last to be added to

the Uttarakanda from 4th century onwards.

Kavikulaguru Kalidasa's Raghuvariia is the leading
work among those that are based on the Ramayana. It

has a unique position in the Sanskrit literature. For a

long time, it is the earliest available Mahakavya.
13 Even

after the discovery of the Buddhacarita, it is still the
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earliest work according to the majority of the

Indian scholars.
14

It is the trend setter for the genre of

Mahakavyas
15 and also for the Ramayana-based works.

Poets16 dared not to compete with the Raghuvamsa.

In a work of 19 cantos having 1500 and odd verses,

Kalidasa has six cantos with 500 and odd verses for

the story of Rama. Kalidasa abridged the entire story

of seven kandas of the Ramayana in cantos X to XV.
Cantos XIV and XV deal with the story of the later life

of Rama. Canto XIV begins with the entry of Rama in

to Ayodhya and goes through the coronation of Rama,
rumour about the character of Sita and abandonment
of Sita. It ends with Valmiki offering shelter to Sita.

CantoXV starts with the sages' approaching Rama with

a request to kill the demon Lavana. It continues with

the marching of Satrughna to Mathurapura, the birth

of the sons of Sita, Satrughna's fight with Lavana and
Ms destruction, the killing of Sambuka and the horse

sacrifice of Rama. It ends with the disappearance of

Sita at the end of her vindication of her character and
the ascent of Rama to the Heaven.

Both the cantos XIV and XV are strikingly close

and go parallel to the Uttarakanda. One is struck with
the remarkable similarity between them regarding the
course of events, the methods of narration and even
the ideas, expressions and phraseology

17
. Literally these

cantos appear to be carbon copy of the Uttarakanda. No
new episode taken up by Kalidasa. Not only in major
events but also in minor and insignificant ones Kltfidasa,
it seems, follows, nay, imitates the Uttarakanda.

Actually there is no need for thqse two cantos as long'as
the Uttarakanda continue to exist. Kalidasa, it

appears, has not gained an iota of fame by manu-
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facturing these cantos. These cantos do not enrich the

Sanskrit literature in any manner. On the other hand,

their presence in the Raghuvamsa is considered as a

stain on the poetic career of the Kavikulaguru.
18

The analysis of the Ramayana portin of Raghuvamsa,
reveals some interesting facts. It is bewildering to see

Kalidasa cruelly, yet skillfully abridging the ancient,

original and authentic Ramayana from the Ayodhya-
kanda to the Yuddhakanda into a single canto, canto

XII in 104 verses. What made him to condense the

original Ramayana into a single Canto? Why did he

linger on and describe exhaustively only the Balakanda

and the Uttarakanda, which are recognizedly the later

addition? Kalidasa has allotted two cantos each for the

Balakanda and the Uttarakanda. Prom the point of

weightage and importance, Kalidasa has composed for

the portions of the Balakanda, the original and authen-

tic Ramayana and the Uttarakanda portions verses 179,

104 and 190 respectively. It is not that both the Bala

and the Uttarakanda are rich in incidents of merit and
that the Mularamayana is dry of interesting incidents.

On the other hand, Kalidasa has one complete canto

XIII for the mere return journey of Rarna from Lanka.

Different scholars 19
give different reasons for this kind

of weightage given to the three parts. But it is not

so simple to comprehend the scheme of composition of

Kalidasa.

When one reads the portion of abandonment of Sita
in Raghuvamsa, a nagging feeling haunts that he is

reading the Uttarakanda a second time. In the en-
tire history of Sanskrit literature, the UttarakSnda and
Raghuvamsa's cantos XIV and XV present a peculiar
situation similar, to that of MrcchakatikH and JDaridra-
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caiudaita, but with one difference. Either Mrcchakatika

is an amplification of Carudatta or Carudatta is an

abridgment of Mrcchakatika. But Raghuvamsa's cantos

XIV and XV are neither abridgment of the

Uttarakanda nor the Uttarakanda is an amplification
of Raghuvamsa's portion. Both are almost of same

length, narration and expression. As long as there is the

Uttarakanda, no poet, let alone Kalidasa, would

compose cantos XIV and XV of the Raghuvamsa. The

scholarly world20 has, without hesitation, pulled Kali-

dasa for these two cantos. But one cannot accept that

the prince of Indian poets, would meekly, as though
through poverty of ideas, reproduce the Uttarakanda in

his magnum opus Raghuvarhsa. Having avoided a direct

comparison
21 and chance of waging competition with

Valmiki22 in respect to the main story of Rama will

Kalidasa allow himself to be judged and estimated in

the later part, which is well recognised as an appendix?
One need not ponder over this point at great length.
The answer is obvious!

It is not Kalidasa who is parading his stolen ware,
but the mediocre poet who wrote the story Uttarakanda.
A close comparision of the Uttarakanda with the

cantos XIV and XV of the Raghuvamsa will give more
clues than one needs to substantiate this assertion. The

following are some:

1. In the beginning of canto XIV, Kalidasa refers to the

honouring and bidding goodbye to the allies of Rama
and to the proverbial Ramarajya

23
. The Yuddha-

kan4a of Valmiki Ramayana24 towards its end
narrates the same. But once again the composer
of the Uttarakanda takes up the subject as if it is

not described earlier. This is because he overlooked
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the ending of the Yudhakanda as he was following
Kalidasa closely.

2. Kalidasa refers to Rama's listening to the accounts

of Ravana in one verse.25 This led the writer of the

Uttarakanda on a never-ending trail of the accounts

of Ravana. These accounts occupy almost half of

the Uttarakanda. The cycle of the adventures of

Ravana was already famous by the time of the Ramo-

pakhyanam of the Mahabharata, which was assigned
to the second stage of evolution of the Ramayana.
Various puranas led by the Mahabharata and
Paumacaria of Vimalasiiri and other Jain works

exhaustively describe the trials and victories of

Ravana. The accounts of Ravana as found in the

Uttarakanda, had come from the pen of a poet whose
ornate style is akin to the elaborate passages of the

second stage
26

,
from which it may not differ

,
too

greatly in date. The rest of the story, the aban-

donment of Sita is clearly of the third stage of the

Ramayana.
27 The entire portion is narrated in a

matter-of-fact, unadorned and non-literary style, a

style that is generally used for obvious puranic
insertions. 28

It is generally believed that the enlarge-

ments are later than the short originals. The
Uttarakanda accounts of Ravana are loose,

incoherent and illogical. Actually, Rama wanted to

know about the invincible Meghanada, the Indra-

jit. But the sages go on narrating the exploits of

Ravana alone. If indeed Kalidasa were later to the

Uttarakanda, he would not have referred at all to

listening to the accounts of Ravana in his eulogy of

Raghus. In fact Kalidasa has referred to the exploits

of Ravana in the beginning of canto X. Thus, this

reference adds nothing to the context.
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3. Kalidasa, as lie Is writing a Mahakavya, merely says
that Valrniki was a friend and well wisher29 of

Dasaratha and Janaka. He need not give full

accounts of how and when that was so. The
Uttarakanda30 also mentions about this. But the

Uttarakanda being a Purana, must give details of

the relationship that existed between Valmiki and
Dasaratha. It fails in giving the details because the

entire Puranic literature lacks them.

4. Kalidasa31 mentions the birth of two sons each to
/

Laksmana, Bharata and Satmghna along with the

birth of Kusa and Lava. The Uttarakanda has totally

forgotton the birth of sons to Laksmana and others

till the very end of the Uttarakanda.

5. In Raghuvamsa, Sita's message to Rama to protect
the v&rnasramadharmas has a logical connection with
the episode of Sambiika. In the Uttarakanda, Sita

asks Rama to treat and protect the citizens as his

own brothers.
^This has no sense and connection with

the killing of Sambiika.

6. Rama meeting Agastya after killing Sambiika is not
so important to be mentioned in a Mahakavya like

the Raghuvaihsa. Yet Kalidasa refers to this inci-

dent, as he is original. The Uttarakanda expands
this incident into 2 or 3 cantos. If Kalidasa is really
later to the Uttarakanda, why should he refer to this

event at all? What does he achieve?

7. Kalidasa mentions that Rama has performed many
sacrifices of various kinds before his meeting with
Kusa and Lava. The Yuddhakanda also says that
Rama had performed many sacrifices including
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Asvamedha In company of brothers and sons. But
the Uttarakanda has a lengthy glorification of the

Asvamedha sacrifice as though the performance was
the first of its kind.

8. The Uttarakanda, in ten cantos from 90 to 100,
describes the passing away of the royal mothers

Kausalya and others, the settlement of the sons of

Dasaratha and the final ascent of Rama and others

Into the realm of Heaven in a most tasteless

manner. Kalidasa describes the same thing in about

15 verses and gives the impression that he is original.

If indeed he were later he would have dismissed the

entire matter in a phrase or at the most a verse as

he did at the end of canto XII. We cannot expect
Kalidasa to drag his feet especially at this juncture,
if he is really following the Uttarakanda.

9. The issue as to the earlierness of Kalidasa is clinched

by the following verses of Kalidasa from the

Raghuvamsa:

1, ^iN-fl^lRf efel IT

XV.43

2- ^Tf *McT c^i^iCH ! dR^-Hidio6 j-i^ J fkU XV.84

3.

XV.81

The first two quotes, a full verse and a half verse,

occur almost verbatim in passages relegated to the foot-

notes (of the critical Edition of the Uttarakanda of

Valmiki Ramayana), the passages assigned to fourth

stage
32

(the period between the fourth and twelfth

centuries A.D.) of the Ramayana.
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(verse No.1089 in the foot

notes to VIL64.11)

li (verse No.1374 in the

foot notes to VIL88.14)

The third quote, the half verse finds a place in the

Uttarakanda at VIL88.10 in almost same words: fl*n %

f S

Can we suppose that the Kavikulaguru has "utilised"

these half verses and a full verse from the Uttarakanda

to enrich his classic Raghuvamsa, being very much

impressed by their strikingness? Can Kalidasa be

influenced to such extent by the third and fourth stage
additions (a period between 4th and 12th centuries A.D.)

to the Ramayana? If he is later, what made him to

opt for these verses to retain them in his trend-setter

Raghuvamsa?

Thus, the originality of Kalidasa and the borrowings

by the composer of the Uttarakanda are proved beyond
doubt. The Uttarakanda-writer, just like the author of

Padmapurana, like a disciplined student, walks in the

footsteps of Kalidasa regarding the situations, ideas and

expressions. He is not ashamed to lift wholesale

expressions from Kalidasa. On the other hand he seems

to be religiously devoted to Kalidasa not to omit any-

thing from the Raghuvamsa. He follows the master of

poets, verse-by-verse, idea-by-idea, and even phrase-by-

phrase. That is the reason for close parallels

between the Uttarakanda aud' the Raghuvamsa. The
Uttarakanda has continued to be a separate and

independent book for many centuries (many vernacu-

lar translations have been composed based upon this
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TIttarakanda as independent works), despite the fact

that now and then works like Brhatkatha, Paumacaria

etc., amalgamated the later life of Rama into the main

story. Only after many centuries, only in the recent cen-

turies, the Uttarakanda could become part of the sacred

Ramayana.

If Kalidasa is the first to compose the later story of

Rama, as available today, even earlier to the

Uttarakanda, who and what, then did provide him the

needed material? It is now generally accepted that even

earlier to Valmfki, the history of Rama was popular

among the people and that there must have been other

Ramacaritas. As Valmiki viewed Rama as Purusottama,
he did not utilize all the material regarding Rama. As
a poet, Valmiki selected some here and some there, and

altogether avoided some other incidents. He also has

created some situations to highlight the pathos, the

personality of Rama. The Mahabharata, Harivamsa

and Brhatkatha already knew the later story of Rama.
Thus for Kalidasa, it is not difficult to gather mate-

rial that was scattered in various sources. He also,

as a poet, selected incidents from diverse sources and

added others of his own creation. Along with the story

of abandonment of Sita, he has narrated two incidents

from different sources and added one of his own crea-

tion. The first creation is the introduction of Valmiki as

a character in the life of Rama. Kalidasa has

envisaged that Valmiki should give shelter to Sit a, and

educate and look after the sons of Sita. Thus, Kalidasa

made the poet Valmiki, the author of the Ramayana
to take part in the life of his own hero. This idea of

making the author of the Ramayana a participant in the

life of the hero of the work must have been

influenced by the Mahabharata. Vyasa, the original
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author of Bharata, has already become the progenitor
of Kauravas and Pandavas and thus a character in his

own composition. The entire story of Bharata revolves

round Vyasa from the beginning to the end. On simi-

lar lines, Kalidasa has made Valmiki take part in the

story of Rama. By the time of Kalidasa there was no

Uttarakanda. There was only the Purvaramayana con-

sisting five kandas. Now, it is the Uttarakanda alone

that revolves round Valmiki. Not the Purvaramayna.
The first incindent he culled from other sources is re-

garding the killing of demon Lavana. Kalidasa might
have depended upon the Harivamsa33 for this incident.

In describing the foundation of Mathurapura, Harivamsa

describes the confrontation between Lavana and

Satrughna. The second incident Kalidasa introduced

is the killing of Sambuka. This incident is referred to as

one of the old times, in the Mahabharata34
during the

course of the story of Jackal and vulture.

During the times of Kalidasa, the abandonment of

Sita for an unknown reason and the confrontation

between Rama and his sons might have been the

common knowledge of everyone. This confrontation

might have led to the defeat of Rama at the hands of

his sons and ultimately to their coronation. At the end,

Rama might have retired to the forest. This

confrontation might have been changed by Kalidasa who

believed in the tradition of the older generation should

hand-over the reigns of the kingdom on their own to

the younger generation and should retire to the forest.

He scrupulously avoided the confrontation and tamely

and pathetically ended the story. This surmise is possi-

ble because even in the early stages of the development

of the Ramayana, even before the acceptance of the

Uttarakanda in to the fold of the Ramayana, this
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confrontation between Rama and Ms sons was well

known to Brhatkatha, Paumacaria and other Jaina

works. On the other hand
?

the Hindu works in-

tentionally avoided this confrontation. It is only in 9th

century that Bhavabhuti, for the first time, hinted at

the confrontation, but the confrontation is shifted to the

younger generation i.e., between Candraketu, the son of

Laksmana and Lava, and the son of Rama.

Finally it was Jaiminibharata that gave importance to

the confrontation between Rama and his sons on the

lines of the one between Arjuna and his son Babhru-

vahana. The Padmapurana has enriched this confronta-

tion further with many details. Even then, the ortho-

dox Hindus have always maintained silence regarding
this confrontation. The fact that the folk literature has

made capital use of this confrontation is a different point

altogether.
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MANGALA MIRASIDAR

KAUTILYAN THOUGHT
SOME GLIMPSES

Kautiliya Arthasastra has a unique place in

Sanskrit Literature. The Arthasastra discusses Political

Science, Economics, Law and many other subjects con-

cerning state administration. The form of government

in modern period, compared to that of Kautilya's period

is changed; but his Artiasastra, bearing the

title Sastra exhibits some eternal, everlasting principles

in various disciplines discussed in it.

Some recent incidents in political as well as in

economic field appear to one's mind as revealing once

again the pertinence of the fundamental principles

stated in the Arthasastra. For example in recent days

the world witnessed the fall of the communistic model

of state regulated economy. In Russian Parliament, the

President of Russia (then USSR) put a resolution for the

deletion of the word socialist from the Russian constitu-

tion. In Russia and in many other communist countries,

the State regulation of economy was on the verge of
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collapse; and in some other Socialist countries, the

change has already came into existence from a State-

regulated economy to free economy. The rapid fall of

the concept of completely State regulated economy dur-

ing these years is rather a surprising phenomenon in the

political world today. It is not intended here to discuss

it in detail, but it stimulates one to think about: why
a political philosophy, which flourished in the first and
second quarter of the twentieth century seems to fail

and also, tipto what extent can the State control become
effective and secondly whether, there are some funda-
mental principles which govern all political philosophies.
These are very valid points which need concentration.

While going through the treatise, viz,, Kautiliya
Arthasastra, one observes that Kautilya gives due im-
portance to the basic problems in the field of

Economy, Polity, Law etc. Here it is proposed to show
some glimpses of these thoughts.

In a State-economy price control is an important
factor which is not neglected by Kautilya. He men-
tions that prices should be controlled in such a way that
they may not affect the consumers adversely; even a big
profit should be avoided which would be injurious to the
subjects.

1
Kautilya knows that an earning of profit is a

lawful pursuit for the merchants; but he is also aware of
the means and methods by which a merchant draws on
excessive profit from the pocket of a consumer. While
comparing the frontier officer with a trader, in the topic
of calamities of the State, Kautilya says that a trader is
more dangerous as joining together.and raising or lower-
ing the prices of goods. The trader makes a profit of one
Kiindred panas on one pazra or of one hundred kwnbhas
on one liimfcia.* Kautilya is aware of the consumer's
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protection and has suggested various penalties and has

warned against these thieves in the jjjuise of traders.3 He
has suggested punishments not only for the traders but

also for the officers shielding their faults.
4

In the Land-policy stated by Kautilya, crown land

and private land were differentiated; but the land could

be confiscated in the case of those, who did not culti-

vate them and could be given to those who could cul-

tivate them. The right of selling the gifted land was

prohibited. All the economic fields were jmder the con-

trol of the king. Private enterprise also was being en-

couraged and was given full scope; however it was not

unregulated. Every person was free do choose his occu-

pation, gtill some controls were advocated through the

medium of guilds of artizans, craftsmen, traders etc.

There were various superintendents to supervise the de-

partments such as state-farms, forests, metals, manu-

facturing, mines, weights and measures, textiles etc.

Some sort of control over agriculture and trade is

always necessary as Indian agriculture is without any
serious modifications till comparatively recent times
also. Kautilya is full^ aware of the general pattern of

Indian life with its base in agriculture, cattle-rearing
and trade, and seems to be mo*e liberal towards the

agricultural community. The system of giving agricul-
tural loans to the farmers by the State was prevalent at

his time. He has discussed the defaults in the

repayment of debts. The modern Indian economy is

also primarily dependent upon agricultural production,
but agriculture mostly depends upon the vagaries of
Nature. Drought, severe rain and other calamities

hinder the growth of agricultural products. In order to
overcome these constraints, the government tries to help
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the farmers by way of supplying subsidised seeds or

fertilizers, providing for irrigation and also by giving

takkavi and other types of loans at the minimum rate

of interest. However, helping the farmers for the pro-

duction of agricultural goods is not at all a new con-

cept* Kautilya has discussed this topic of giving loans

and has indicated the limit upto which the loan can be

waived by by the government. He says the king should

allot the arable fields to the farmers who desire to cul-

tivate it. He should help them with seeds, grains, cattle

and money; the farmers should pay these back at their

convenience. He should grant them favours and exemp-
tions which would cause an increase in the treasury but

he should avoid such favours as would cause loss to the

treasury.
5 Here a hint given by Kautilya is very signi-

ficant. He says
ttA king with a small treasury swallows

up the citizens and the country themselves".6

The rales, regulations and controls prescribed by
Kautilya are closely related with the intricacies of

human mind in society. Society comprises of group of

individuals and the behaviour of human mind is

basically an important factor which Kautilya has taken
into consideration while defining the strategies of con-

trol and regulation of State economy. He says "Just as

it is not possible, not to taste honey or poison placed
on the surface of the tongue, even so, it is not possible
for one, dealing with government money, not to taste it

in however a small quantity".
7 or "Just as a fish moving

inside the water cannot be known when it drinks water,
like thai, the officers appointed for carrying out works
cannot be known when appropriate money".8

Although the modem techniques of corruption are
changed, tie nature ofhuman mind remaining the same,
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the solutions to this human problem, though of eco-

nomic nature, are found in Arthasastra.

After observing some glimpses of the ever-lasting

principles in the field of Economics, it is worthwhile

to turn to the section of law in Kautiliya Arthasastra,

because, Arthasastra and Daadaniti is primarily con-

cerned with rulership, which involves questions of ad-

ministration, including the administration of law and

punishments of criminals. The text of KantiHya Artha-

sastra has devoted two chapters for vyavahara, i.e., law,

which is one of the important subjects in Dharmasastra

also. Arthasastra has accepted the authority of

Dharmasastra on this subject and has given the highest

rank to Dharma with a broader scope. It also includes

Dharmasastra in the regular curriculam of a young

prince and largely represents law in its chapters viz.,

Dharmasthiya and and kantakasodhana* It also

prescribes that in the conflicting cases, the king should

decide the matter relying on Dharmasastra. But

going a step further, Arthasastra text mentions that,
if Dharmasastra comes in conflict with any rational or

equitable rule than the latter should become a deciding
factor and these should not remain the letter of sastra,9

The reason is : Though the subject of law is dis-

cussed in both viz., Dharmasastra and Arthasastra, the

perspectives of these two scinces are totally different.

They differ basically in their aims and achievements.

Dharmasastra prescriptions are for the interest of an
individual seeking its abhyudaya and irissreyasa both
while Arthasastra gives prominence to the interest of a

State.
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Dharmasastra texts, realising the importance of

Rajadharma included the topic of Rajadharma; But

Arthasastra had no concern to include acara and

prayasdtta which were the subjects of Dharmasastra.

Arthasastra was established as a separate science on

RajamtL It came before the people not as a compila-

tion of old theories but in a remodelled form, easy for the

application. Accepting the realistic and worldly

approach as opposed to the idealism and strictly reli-

gious principles of Dharmasastra, Kautilya tried to give
a rational view-point even in the province of law. Some
illustrations will indicate his perspective to handle the

legal problems, in comparison to that of Dharmasastra.

1. Dharmasastra texts ordain an application of ordeals

in doubtful legal disputes, in accordance with the

religious ideas, while Arthasastra describes several

degrees of judicial torture, to be applied to persons

suspected of crime.

2. Dharmasastra in family law prescribes it sinful for a
married couple to separate by mutual dislike while

Arthasastra allows divorce on the ground of mutual
dislike of the husband and wife. 11

3. After giving the decision on the case in dispute the
dhammstha, and pradesfa (i.e., the judges) in

Arthasastra have the right to state monetary
punishment or corporal punishment to the guilty;
but in Dharmasastra t&e judge can say only by means
of wordy reproof or by expression fie ($F?) but the

authority to give punishment goes to the king.
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These are some glimpses of the thought expressed

by Kautilya in Arthasastra. He has suggested many
stringent controls, penalties and punishments for the

regulation of State economy and administration. The

measures sometimes seen to be rigid, however, he had

taken into consideration the human mind. In the above

illustration, the failure of the communistic model of the

State-regulated economy was mainly attributed to the

neglect of individual mind, its aspirations and its weak-

nesses. While determining the relationship between the

individual and the society a balance should be main-

tained between the identity of an individual and the

interest of the society,
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DEVA SANGEETHAM

THE IMPACT OF NATIONALISM

ON SOUTH INDIAN POETS

with special reference to

NAMAKKAL RAMALINGAM PILLAI

"Nationalism is a political movement which seeks to

attain and defend an objective we may call National

Integrity".
1
This Nationalism involved the revolutionary

recognition of the right of National self- determination,

the right of individuals to determine the Sovereign State

to which they would belong and the form of govern-

ment under which they would live. Prof. Hayes classi-

fies Nationalism as Humanitarian Nationalism, Jacobin

Nationalism, Traditional Nationalism, Liberal Nation-

alism and Integral Nationalism.
2

for certain group of

people Nationalism is not a mere political programme

but religion that has come from God. In India Sri

Aurobindo Ghose is the best example. Nationalism

with him was not a political or economic cry. It was

a burning religious emotion, tie Voice of God in Man,

the invincible demand on the part of the great Indian
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spiritual culture for expression through the re-awakened

soul of the world. He says "Nationalism is an avatar

of the eternal and must do its god given work before it

returns to the bosom of the Universal Energy from which

it came*5

.
3
Thus, as an apostle of new Nationalism, he

spiritualised the movement.

The rise of Indian Nationalism was the outcome of

the action and interaction of numerous social, economic
and political forces which evolved during the British

period. It passed through various phases of growth. As
it advanced from one phase to another its basis broad-

ened, it evolved clear objectives and its forms of expres-
sion became more varied. Indian Nationalism passed
through five successive stages of its development. The
Brahmo Samaj (1828) was the first religious expression
of the rising National awakening. The next phase is the
Liberals that begins from 1885 to 1905. Then comes
the Extremists who dominated the movement by the
racial and the spiritual superiority of the Hindus over
the races and religion. The rise of terrorist and revolu-

tionary movement occupies the fourth phase, The last

phase is the glorious Gandhian era. Nationalism
under Mahatma Gandhi's leadership had crystallised its

ideals, its main tenets were communal harmony,
national unity, non-voilence, mass uplift, religious
tolerance, civil liberties and political rights to all per-
sons irrespective of any consideration of caste, religion
or comnMinity. He stood for rich and diversified nation-m which there was to be ample room for every
TOBstititteiit part of the nation to develop itself fully and

Scholars call this nationalism as antiplutocratic
NrtaonaHsm since it aims at the needs and aspirations
of tie semi-starved million, the daridranaravana of the
country.
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The Impact of Nationalism
on Indian Literature

One cannot under-estimate the role of writers,

especially the poets of India in the National Movement.

Among all the weapons used in the National Movement,
the pen of the poet was the migMtiest and

powerful. What ever the poets sang, they mixed withit

the National consciousness; whether it be of Gods or

Goddesses; Hill or Hillocks every thing was used to

create patriotic fervour among people. Poets hitherto

unknown became popular by singing on Nationalism.

Even the Mystics and the Humanists mixed this

National theme in their writings. The poems composed
with patriotic fervour, enslaved the emotions and feel-

ings of the educated and the illiterates; people who
never sang songs in their life-time began to sing the

rhythemic songs composed by the poets of National

Movement. They injected in the vein of the people the

real spirit of Nationalism. Some songs kindled the anger

and fury and raged the fire and some awakened India

which was in deep slumber; some other songs opened

the eyes of inner man to see his follies, evils and his

slavery to the good old blind traditions and social in-

justices. Bankim Chandra Chatterji's Bande Mataram

the sublime song and hymn that moved the whole peo-

ple to bursting national activity, to tremendous sacrifice

and reverence for the country is the best example. It

became the national slogan and creed, an ideal and an

embodiment of the national spirit. This song gave the

vision of the Mother. The English version of the song

is as follows:

"Terrible with the clamourous shouts of

seventy million throats,
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and the sharpness of swords

raised in twice seventy million hands,

who sayeth to thee, Mother, that thou art weak?

Holder of multitudious strength,

I bow to her who save,

to her who drives from her the armies of her foemen,

the Mother".4

Mahakavi Subramanya Bharati (1882-1921) has

translated this poem and sings in the same vain, per-

haps, in an increased rhythm and zeal.

"Muppadu kodi Mugamudayal-Uyir
Moimbura Onrudayal - Ival

Scppu Mozhi Padinettudaiyal enir

Sindanai Onrudayal"*

Bharati lived through a momentous period, the

political upheaval in India that followed the partition of

Bengal in 1905; the spKt in the Indian National Congress

resulting in the formation of two wings-the moderates

and the radicals; the emergence of three slogans that

introduced a new mood among the educated classes

in India-Swaraj, Boycott and Swadesi; the advent of

Gandhi on the political scene of India-all these events

influenced Bharati and he in turn influenced the course

of some of them especially in South India. In his

vision Nationalism was not purely political it did not
mean freedom from foreign yoke alone; Bharati is con-

cept of Nationalism embraced a total emancipation in
afi spheres of human life. He visualised that all the
shacHes that bound mankind be shattered. Every word
of Ms poetry was tonic to the Tamils. His songs rejuve-
nated the old; revived the dissipated youth. He waged
a poetic wax against all forms, superstitions, irrational
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conventions and inequalities in the country. In his poem
Freedom one can see the feelings of the poet.

"Freedom, Freedom, Freedom!

To the Pariahs, to the Tiyas to the Pulayas,

Freedom!

To the Paravas, to the Kuravas, to the Maravas,
Freedom!

Come, let us labour all,

Sparing naught and hurting none,

Walking in the way of Truth and light.

There shall be none of low degree,

And none shall be oppressed.
Born in India, all are of noble birth.

Wealth and learning
- may they flourish,

With joy of mind, let us live

Like brothers all alike.

Perish ignorance
In man and woman, alike,

No more of subordination.

In every walk of life equality.

Man and woman shall equal be

In this land of ours.

Freedom, Freedom, Freedom

To the Pariahs, to the Tiyas, to the Pulayas,

Freedom,
To the Paravas, to the Kuravas, the Maravas,

Freedom!" 6

In Malayalam, Vallathol Narayana Menon

(1878-1958) occupies a predominant position. He is

considered as the prince of National awakening in

Malayalam. For him liberty is the real salvation. He

found his spiritual Guru in Mahatma Gandhi who com-

bined in his political thinking respect for traditional
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ways of endurance with the modern spirit of revolt

against unrighteous authoritarianism. Vallathol deeply

revered the glories of the Indian heritage. He consciously

indulged in propagating the cause of freedom. All the

fire his words possessed was utilised to inflame the

patriotic feelings of the people. Just like Bharati, who_

gave the essence of freedom movement in Pancali

Sa.pa.iham Vallathol reveals his spirit of revolt against

any form of domination in his narrative poems with

puranic themes. In his Ganapati (1913) we see Parvati

instigating Ganapati against the domination of Siva.

In Bandhanasthanaya Anirudhan (1914) (Anirudhan,
The captive) Usa the heroin defies the authority of her

father for the sake of love. In Achanum Makalum (1936)

(Father and Daughter) Sakuntala who is the very incar-

nation of patience, endurance and submissiveness ex-

presses gentle but firm protest against the irresponsi-

Mlity of her own parents. For Vallathol the number one

enemy of mankind is poverty- He writes;

"Death is common - but

This burning in hunger, only in our land

In this cremation ground, where pile up
The corpses of slaves from disunity"

7

Though a staunch devotee of Mahatma Gandhi, if

the methods of Lenin would deliver the goods, Vallathol

was prepared to be his disciple too.

In Telugu, I am tempted to quote a lyric of Gurajada
Appa Rao (1861-1915), a trend-setter who popularised
lyricism in Modern Telugu Poetry.

udesamun premincumanna
jcnancz yannadi pencumanna. . . . .
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cfesamanie matti iadfoy
desamante

"Love the country
Nourish whatever that is good
A country does not nxean a place of earth

A country does mean Its people".

In Tamil, after Bharati there existed a void. The
Tamil poetic world suffered from a dearth of poets who
could sing about the nation and its glory. Fortunately

Namakkal Ramalingam Filial filled this great vacuum.

Namakkal Ramalingam Pillai was born on ninteenth

October eighteen eightyeight (19.10.1888) at Moganur,
Salem district of Tamilnadu. He was the eighth child

of his parents other children being female. He has his

early education in Namakkal and Coimbatore. After

School education he had his College education at Coim-

batore upto F.A. He could not continue his education

due to sickness, he lost interest in education and be-

gan to spend lot of time in drawing, paintings and in

composing poems. Namakkallar proved himself as the

best artist of his days. His admirers encouraged him to

draw more paintings -on National leaders. Thus, through

paintings he came to the political platform. The hid-

den qualities of a poet in him, urged him to compose

poems on the burning problems of those days viz., free-

dom. Namakkallar entered the political arena when

he was about twenty years. The division of Bengal in

1905 by Lord Curzon paved the way for the unity of

India. People, hither to scattered and in deep slum-

ber were awakened and united. Patriotic fervour was

infused. Karmayogi and JBandemataram added fuel to

the fervour. Heroic speeches of the National leaders like

Surendranath Banerji, C.R. Das, Lajapatirai, Gokhale,
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Bipin Chandra Pal and Tilak that were published in

the above two magazines had tremendous influence on

Namakkallar. He surrendered himself for the National

movement. By Ms eloquency he attracted the gather-

ings and soon be became a congress leader. He deve-

loped contacts with the National leaders and conducted

several congress meetings at Tiruchi and other places.

After returning from South Africa, Gandhiji joined

the National movement. The historical speech that was

delivered by him at Banaras Hindu University at the

request of Madan Mohan Malaviya attracted thousands

and thousands of people in the country. There was truth

and sincerity in his speech. The so called extremist

who were a party to the luxurious life of the aristo-

crats and the princes of those days were betrayed by his

speech. People hitherto filled with extremistic think-

ing and belief in bomb-cult began to realise the power
of Non-violence. They developed faith in Gandhiji and
his path. Namakkallar was one among the thousands of

young men who were greatly influenced by Gandhiji. He

gave primary importance to the National integrity and
the conept of One Ind^a. He devoted all his poetic ta-

lent to tlie National Movement and earnestly propa-
gated Gandhian Philosophy. His songs upheld the age-
old Indian culture. In every walk of his life he began to

practice Gandhism. Nothing was written by him with-
out a mention about Gandhi and Gandhian thoughts
after accepting Mahatma Gandhi as his guide. Hence
there is no wonder in calEng Namakkallar as a Gandhian
poet.

Namakkallar lived in a turbulant period when the
National leadership was lingering between the
Moderates and the Radicals. Fortunately the light of
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Mahatma Gandhi drew Mm nearer. TMs light -modified

the poet's thought and feelings and the very "facility of

his imagination. The impact of Bharati on the Modern
Tamil poets was so great that most poets who folowed
him became sattellites. Three main poetic springs, viz,,

songs with social conciousness and love of language,

songs of patriotism and children songs sprang from
Bharati. Bharati Dasan developed the first, Nama-
kkallar developed the second, Desiga Vinayagam Filial

the third. Among these poets Namakkallar and Desiga

Vinayagam Pillai accepted the Dual Nationalism^ and

Hindu Indian culture. Bharati Dasan and his follow-

ers opposed this dual nationalism and stood for Tamil

Nationalism alone. Just as he accepted Mahatma
Gandhi as his Political Guru Namakkallar accepted
Bharati as his Poetic Guru. He deified liberty on the

lines of Bharati. Namakkallar's Desiya Malar is a won-

derful anthology to understand the concept of National-

ism of the poet. For him Gandhism is the only salvation

to attain freedom and independence. He believed that

horses and elephants cannot fetch freedom, physical va-

lour and mighty weapons are mere a waste. Ahimsa and

Truth are the means to achieve
-the end. His

famous song

"kathiyinri rathaxninri yutham onru varugudu

sattiyattin nitiyattai nambum yarum seruvir"

(A war is coming without weapons without blood

Come and join all who believe in the perpetuity
of the truth)

i andf kundu vittingu

kuyir parithal inriye
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mandalathil kandilada

sandal onrn pndumaye"

(It is not a war to snatch the lives by throwing

bombs in hideouts. It is an unseen and unheard

war in the world.)

"kutirai iUai janai iUai

kollnm asei illayiye

ediri enrum yamm illai

emimasai illadai"9

(There is no horse or an elephant.

Neither the desire to kill nor an enemy to aim at.)

He wrote this song during the freedom struggle and
it made him very popular among the people. It was used

as a marching song by the volunteers who, led by Rajaji,

marched to Vedaranyam as part of the salt Satyagraha.

In his Sudiandiara Sabadham (The Freedom Oath)
he ventilates his views of Ahimsa and Truth. For him
they are not just to get freedom to the country. They are

essential for a peaceful life, for the social and economical

development of the country, to eradicate poverty, social

evils like untouchability and in equality and to establish
a socialistic pattern of society.

Though not directly, in an indirect way the poet
vehemently attacks the divisive forces which try to splty
the country on racial and linguistic basis. As we have
seen already he has thelove for Tamil Language, Tamil-
nadu and Tamil Culture. At one place he dreams that
the waves of Tamil should cover the whole nation. But,
he doesn't encourage language fanaticism at the cost
of the unity of the country. Eye may be a precious
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organ but if It is not in the body, what is the use of it?

For him Tamilnadu and Bharath are one and indivisi-

ble. When he sings the glory of Tamilnadu, he thinks

of whole India. In En Nadu (My country) he sings as

follows :

"India nadidhu ennudai nade

enni dinam dinam niyadai padu

muttamizh nadenran munnsdyar nadu
murnlum sondam enakkenppadu"

10

India is my own country

Every day you sing of this country
This Tamil land is my ancestral land

Sing that it totally belongs to me

One can see the sublimity of the poet in the following

verse, where he portrays Gandhi as Tiruvalluvax,

"Tanrizhargal ulagukkeenda
valluvar tano enna

Gandiyar endwn kolgai

namadenvm perumaiyodu
nam nadu nanmai pesum"

11

The world should say of Gandhiji

Is he that Valluvar who was given

By Tamils as a boon to the World

Any casual reader of this piece, cannot miss to grasp

the intention of the poet. Here he indirectly tells that
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Gandhism is nothing but Vallnvam (the principles of

Tiruvalluvax).

It also gives an implied meaning that Mahatma
Gandhi is an embodiment or a living example of

ThirukkuraL This wonderful comparison of the poet

paves the way for the unity of the Nation.

We boast that ours is an Independent Country. But

honestly speaking, there is a long way to attain a per-

fect Independence. We got political independence but

socially and economically we have not attained perfect

independence. People who once spoke Truth and Non-

violence became self-centred. The Samara/yam dreamt

by GandMji still remains as a dream. The name of

GandhTji is being used as a clear pass-port to enter into

the land of filthy politics. As a Tamil poet satirically

states 'since Gandhiji loved the slums and slum dwellers

ouf politicians converted the whole Nation as a slum'. 12

There is a moral decay in the whole set-up, Namakkallar

who was disappointed by this state of affairs, writes as

follows.

"sattiyam nammil kuraindadal - pala

sangadam vanthi nirainda.de

p&ttiyam vittup pirincfidi/
- enna

payano/a vagiun manrndugaP

As Truth is decreased in us

Problems arose and mounted

As prescription we have forgotten
Medicine became useless.

"necril kulitidum asaiyal - serrai

nirayatan meniyil pnsalpol
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nrai tirntida, enmnom - sontfa

tizizal migundida, p&nninoin"
13

With a desire to take bath in the pond
We applied on us all mud
We tried to correct the country

- but

We piled up corruptions horribly.

Thus, we see that the spirit of Nationalism was not

only responsible for the social, economical, political and

spiritual awakening of the country but for the emergence
of innumerable poets in India. Poets who touched the

theme became great and familier. Among these poets

Ramalingam Filial stood firmly for Gandhian thoughts

and devoted his literary talents to spread the greatness

of Mahatma. His Nationalism is nothing but Gandhism.

After Independence, when many other well-known poets

of South India were carried away by diverse socio, eco-

nomic and political ideals, rather waves, Ramalingam
Pillai firmly stood for one ideal. It can be boldly said

that no South Indian poet has sung so excellently with

exuberance about Mahatma Gandhi as Ramalingam
Pillai.
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M. PARAMKUSHA RAO

HERB THESAURUS IN AYURVEDA

PREFACE

Commentators of Nighantu and Kosa books

preliminarily detail synonyms of Ayurvedic herbs. They

are being linguists find ease in orienting the synonyms

to their pharmacological actions
1
. In the latter years

neo-ayurvedic scholars maintained the similar practice.

Such linguistic explanations lie far away from the

original identity of the herb. Besides, this method has

hampered the rationalism and scientific design of

Dravyaguna.

In this paper Ayurveda Herb thesaurus intends to

rederive the names of the drugs given in Bhavaprakasa

Nighantu, Bhavamisra has given various names for the

drugs mainly aiming at the identity. Hence the

synonyms are detailed here to reveal the identities of

the drug. It is unlike the earlier writings based on

the pharmaco-therapeutical effects of drugs. Prevalent

vernacular names are given in English transliteration
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form to illustrate the exact pronunciation. Latin names

of the drugs mentioned are according to Hindi

commentary by K.C. Chuneker2 on Bhavaprakasa

Nighantu. Latin synonyms have also been produced

wherever feasible. Altogether the Thesaurus may serve

as one stop reference of Ayurvedic drugs
9 nomenclature.

It is also aimed at carving a systematic and scientific

backdrop for the subject of Dravyaguna^ This thesaurus

can be considered as the Nirukta of Ayurvedic drugs

aimed at morphology of the drugs.

Synonyms - Origin and Development

Ayurvedic herbal drugs
9
identification is described in

the form of several coded words i.e., synonyms for the

want of communication and transportation facilities in

ancient India,

The synonyms of each drug increased gradually in

the latter years. During Vedic period one herb does

not has more than one name. In Ayurvedic Saonljitus

every drug has acquired more than two names. The
number of synonyms has increased further during the

period of Saagraia Grantia (after third century AD).
The reasons for this growth are summarised here.

1. Time Factor

As the time passes certain dru has acquired n^^er
names due to increased understanding about it. In
other words the plant of antiquity has more number of

synonyms. New herbs like exotic and* imported items
have minimum names. Diversity of Indian languages is

also one of the contributing factors to this phenomenon.
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2. Wider distribution

Herb available at several places has been given more

synonyms. The herbs of endemic nature and available

in limited areas have minimum names. I&x.Knmkumam

and ElS etc.

3. Popularity Factor

The herb popularly used has acquired more number

of synonyms. Ex.Gudilci, Amalaki and Hantaki have

many names.

All synonyms of the herbs are enlisted by the sub-

sequent writers of Nighantu / lexicons to provide the

convenience of ready reference to the future learners.

These lexicons are earlier called as JVama Nighantu as

they contained only the list of the drugs' names. Ex.

Paryaya Ratnamala. During course of time they have

been slowly transformed in to pharmacological

dictionaries (Vaidyaka Nighantu) in which the proper-

ties and pharmacological actions of the herbs are incor-

porated along with the names.

Dhanvantari Nighantu and Raja Nighantu are few

standing examples of this metamorphosis. Therefore

the synonyms of Ayurvedic herbs found in literature

are primarily targeted at their identity.

Synonyms and Derivations

According to Pandit Narahari3
synonyms are to be

derived from seven different viewpoints.

1. Rudhi : Conventional usage of the name for which
* . *

no logical basis is found.
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2. Svabhava : Natural behaviour of the plant in given

surroundings and its interaction with fellow beings
is the Svabhava of the plant.

3. Desyokti : Regional name of local language is Des-

yokti. Certain synonyms for which lingusitic deriva-

tion is not found can be attributed to its vernacular

name.

4. Lancana ; Cardinal morphological sign seen conspi-

cuously is Lancana. The exact identity of the plant
is arrived on its basis.

5. Upama : Analogy of a familiar object / animal by
the help of which the identity is arrived in primary
instance.

6. Yiryam ; Popular pharmacological properties and
actions are to be considered to explain a synonym
named after its action.

7. Itarahvaya ; Remaining reasons on the basis of which
the synonym is tokenised are considered as miscella-

neous category.

K.C. Chuneker, the Professor Emeritus in

Dravyaguna many a times has suggested in his dis-

courses that majority of the synonyms are oriented to

identity rather than to their pharmacological actions.

According to Pandit Narajiari, Vlryam is only one fac-

tor indicates the pharmacological significance. Infact

synonyms of this aspect are found with the popular
'drugs of choice

5

in given indication.
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Examples :

1. Plihari -
Tepiirosia purpuria

2. Vayastha - Emblica officinaMs

3. Krimighiia
- Embelia ribes

4. Kustaghna - Acacia cateciu

Vaidyaka Nighantu books, which exclusively dealt

the pharmacological aspects of the herbs in separate

verses, preceded by a verse on their synonyms. The

metamorphosis of nighantus also supports the

Chuneker's viewpoint.

The present author being convinced with the fore-

going sequel have ventured re-examining the synonyms
from a changed angle i.e., detailing the synonyms from

the identity viewpoint. It has revealed many hitherto

unknown and meddlesome information packed in the

synonyms / code words.

Ex.1. Guduci (Tinospora cardfifoJia) Gudam roga

bhayam jayati iti. That which vanquishes the fear of

disease is called as Guduci. The earlier detailing is wider

being applicable to many plants those that can ward of

disease phobia.

Guduci has another derivation i.e.,
4Guda Vestane'

means Guduci is en-covered. The stem of Guduci is

covered with a thin mem.brance (corky cell layer). It

prevents the moisture loss. The second meaning is more

apt and explains the identity.

2. Picumarda (Azadiradbtfa indica) Picuh - Kustam

mardayati iti. That which mitigates skin diseases is

called Picumarda. Picu is not a much familiar synonym
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of skin disease. If the above explanation were appropri-

ate one or other drug indicated in skin diseases would

have also been named after Picu. The word has another

meaning as Raksasa. Even today the practice of beat-

ing the persons believed to be afflicted with Raksasa

with Neem tree crotches is in vogue. The prevalent

social practice is utilised as aid to provide the identity

of Neem clearer and faster.

Inspired by the modernistic revelations the author

have extended their effort to review the synonyms of

the herbs denoted in Bhavaprakasa Nighantu consid-

ering it as the latest text, prior to foreign invasion in

India. Available Sanskrit dictionaries and commentaries
on various Kosa and Dravyaguna texts are consulted

profusely in this process. Efforts are made to arrive at

a satisfactory meaning suited to the plant morphology
on direct observation.

A greater stress is laid on the following aspects.

1. Vernacular names and Sanskritlzation

Desyokti i.e., vernacular names are the basis of
several synonyms as accepted by Pandit Narahari.

Acharya Hemacandra Suri (llth AD.) has written an
exclusive book on Sanskritised vernacular names named
as

4

Desinamauiala'. Bhavamisra has denoted certain

popular vernacular names of Hindi lands of India, say-
ing as 'iti loke'. Hemacandra Suri has opined that the
derivation of the synonyms originated from local names
is not possible even for Vacaspati i.e., Lord Brahma.

Vacaspate rapi matihi na prabhavati divya yugasahasrena

Desesu ye prasiddha tan sabdhan saxvataha samuccetum

(Desinamajnala)
4
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Therefore, the synonyms for which the Sanskrit deri-

vation is difficult can be considered as originated from
vernacular names.

At certain instances the Sanskrit names have also

been modified in to local languages. But such names
can be identified at ease as they posses proper derivation

in Sanskrit.

Ex.1. Sringavera = Sringaveram (Telugu). Vera

means root. A root looks like a horn (Sringa) is called
/ /

as Sringavera i.e., Sunthi (Zingiber officinalis)*

Ex.2. Priyala is also named as Cam. This name is

the modified form of Telugu name Sara (Ramachandra,
T. 1991)

4

Ex.3. Tumburu : The word could not be defined

in Sanskrit as no root (Dhatu) is found. Hence it can

be presumed that various vernacular names of the herb

have formed the base for Sanskrit name. Because all the

vernacular names are nearer to Sanskrit name Tumburu.

Table - 1

The various vernacular names of Tumburu (Kirtikar

and Basu)
5

Language Name

Hindi Tumburu

Bengali Tambula
Marathi Tugaru
Kannada Tumvuru

Telugu Tundurulu

Punjabi Tumbar
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Hence it is obvious that the popular local names hare

been Sanskritized wherever felt needed,

The process of .Sanskritization has been practised

similar to Latinization. It is quite evident in the

instances of imported herbs. The Arabic name Haphini

(opium) is Sanskritized as aMphena. Tobacco is changed
as Tamakhuh. Sanskritization is a common practice to

promote universal acceptability in ancient India. (The

hypothesis is made by the author and is modifiable).

2. Morphological Characters of the Plant

Several medicinal plants have been named after the

conspicuous morphological characters. They provided

clarity of identification. Such synonyms if screened

meticulously can solve the problem of 'Controversy* in

the field of Ayurvedic medicinal plants. Many a times

the morphological characters are denoted on the basis

analogy with popular animals.

Ex. Krostukavinna t= Fox tail. The inflorescence of

Prsniparni (l/raria picta) looks like a tail of fox.

Ex. Mandukapaxni = Manduka = Frog, Parni =
Leaf. The leaf of Mandukaparni (CenteUa asiatica)

appears like extended frog's web.

Ex. Mariati = Markata = A monkey. Inflorescence

tip of ApSmarga looks like a tail of monkey. Hence it is

named as MarkatL

Ex. ParavatapadT = Paravata = Pigeon, Padi =
Leaf. The stein of Jyotismati is similar to that of the
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pigeon legs in appearance. So, it is also named as

Paravatapadl.

Ex. Karanja (Karam = Hand, Ja = Born) = Tine

nail. The fruit of Karanja (Pogamia, pinnata) looks

similar to the nail of an animal.

Ex. Rasana = Circular bond. The name indicates

the circular marks of scaly leaves around the rhizome

of alpinia galanga. Here it should be noted that the A.

galanga is popularly used as Rasana in South India* It

is. quite logical to equate the main name (Rasana) of the

drug to the officinaie part rather than to leaf as done in

the case of Pluchea lanceolata.

Hence, these synonyms if perceived only from iden-

tity viewpoint may provide newer insights in to hitherto

'Controvertial Ayurvedic drugs'.

3. Pharmacognostic Features

Synonyms of the certain drugs axe based on the

pharmacognostic features. It is done when these

pharmacognostic characters helped to arrive at easier

identity of the drug. Pharmacognostic identity is

usually applicable to the dry / fresh officinaie part of

the drugs. In other words such synonyms of pharma-

cognostic relevance always suggest the part to be used.

Ex. CaJcrangij Cakralaksana, Kundala and MandaH
: All these synonyms are of Guduci

( Tinospora cordifo-

lia). They indicate the wheel like appearance of vascular

bundles on the cut surface of its stem. The feature is

conspicuous when the drug's officinaie part is dried.
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Ex. Citratandula. (Embelia ribes)
= Citra = Marks,

Tandula = Seeds. The seeds of Vidanga are marked

with bright yellow spots. This is a specific identification

mark of Vldanga.

Ex. Snvaha (Elettana cardamomum) = Su = Good,
Vaha = Flavour. The seeds of Ela bear a good flavour.

The name again aimed at the marketed part of the drug.

Ex. Sathi (Hedychinm spicatum) = Sathi = Frag-

ment or torment. The drug is never dried unless it is

cut in to pieces.

Ex. Krsna, Bedha (Picrorhiza kurroa) = Krsna =
Black, Bedha = Break =Katuki. The drug's officinale

part (Rhizome) looks black on breakage.

4. Social Aspects

Other than medical uses of the plants are better tools

to identify them. Exploring this possibility, the nomen-
clature has also designed on the basis of certain social

utilities in several instances. This helped in identifying
the plant easier and faster.

Ex. Pataga (Caesalpinia sappan) = Patta = Cloth,
Ranga = to colour (Patta + Ranga = Pattaranga =
Patanga). A red dye extracted from the wood of

Patanga was popularly used to colour the cloth in an-
cient days.

Ex. Rathadrn (Tinisa) (Ougdnia dalbergloides) =
Ratha = Chariot, Dr = Tree. Th<? tree is popularly
known for its strong and light weight wood. It is used
in making of chariots.
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Ex. Kakananiika (Apamarga) (Abrus precatoritis)
= Kaka / Kakini = A unit of measurement. The word

implies the popular usage of the seeds to weigh the

gold and other precious material i.e., Rati = 125 mg
(approximately).

Ex. Arthasadhanah (Sapindus emarginatns) : Artha
= Money, Sadhana = Tool. The tribal people use the

Soap nut fruits as money in their barter system-

Samidvarah, Yajnanga and Yajnabhusana, are few

more synonyms based on other use of the plants.

Naming a plant on the popular uses is also found in

Latin nomenclature. One good parallel example in this

regard is Dhanvayasa. Dhanva = Desert lands, Yasa
= Fodder. The plant is a pdpular fodder available for

desert animals. It is also named as Ustrabaksya (Ustra
= Camel, Bhaksya = Fodder). The Latin name of the

plant is Aligae cameloram.

Vacha denotes an interesting folk use of the drug.
Vacha means the parrot who talks as human. The drug
is given to parrots while training them for human voice.

5. Place of abundant availability

Synonyms of medicinal plants axe many a time given
after their geographical source. This process has

provided information of abundant availability to pro-
cure genuine drugs.

Ex:

1. Magadhi (Piper longum). Magadhi = Magadha =
Bihar.
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2. Dravidi (Eletiaria cardamomum)
= Dravida = South

India.

3. Girimaiiika (Hohrrhena antidysentcrica)
= Giri =

Hilly areas.

4. Bahlikam = (Ferula asafoetida)
= Bahlika =

Beluchisthan.

5. Nadisarja = (Terminalia arjnna)
= Nadl = River

grows abundantly on the banks of river.

6. Trade, Import and Export aspects

Medicinal plants have also been named after their

trade and import. This practice is more with exported

and imported plants.

Ex. 1. Korangi (Ela
- Elettaria cardamomum) =

Korangi = an ancient Port in Sourthern East Coast of

India. The word suggests the export value of the drug
in ancient India,

2. Parasika Yavaai (ifjoscjamus niger). The name
is suggestive of import of the drug from Persia.

3, I\urasiai (Silhaka
- Liqoidambar oiientalis). It is

imported from Arab countries.

7. Natural attitude of the Plant

Natural attitudes of the plant and plant material are
considered as Svabhava. It incorporates its reaction and
response with feEow beings and environmental changes.
It is often expressed as Prabhava, attributing pharma-
colofpcal action to this word. However, the natural
attitude of the plant is the primary aids for the
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identification. Review of the synonyms from this view-

point has unveiled several newer informations.

Ex.1. Apamarga (Achyraxithes aspera)
- Apa =

deviate; Marga = path. The plant forces the pedestrian

to divert his path as it consists of prickly flowers.

2. Capala (Pippali
- Piper longnm) - Capala =

Mobile. The fruits of Pippali moves spontaneously and

slowly while drying in sun or frying on hot pan.

3. Lajjalu (Mimosa pudica)
- Lajja = Shy. The plant

shies away and the leaves fold inside on touching.

Conclusion

The foregoing examples evidently show that once the

approach towards the synonym is shifted from pharma-

cological to morphological viewpoint revolutionary facts

on drugs will be exposed. Charaka has also opined that

the first And primary name of the drugs has come from

ethno source. The first name given by a tribal man
is popularized and in turn the same is Sanskritized.

Probably for same reason the linguistic derivation often

obscured for many popular primary names. Modifica-

tion of Desyokti - the vernacular name given by a tribal

or village dweller is an accepted method of giving names
to the drugs in ancient days.

The author has humbly ventured to pick up the torn

chain of Dravyaguna's scientific evolution from Pandit

Narahari and Bhavamisra. The Sanskrit to English

dictionary of Monier M. Williams is extensively used
in the study.

6 In the process, the efforts of earlier ex-

planations on synonyms are never undermined. The
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process of refinement is a continuum. It is hoped that
the syllogism evoked in the explanation of names of the

drug will enact the same in the applied aspects of the

Dravyagima, the backbone of Ayurveda.
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DWAKAM VJ. LAKSHMI

ADHYATMA RAMAYANA

KIRTANAS OF SRl MUNIPALLE

SUBRAHMANYA KAVI

(1730-1780 A.D.)
- A STUDY

Introduction : Musical Compositions in

Praise of Sri Rama

There have been for centuries in our country

vaggeyakaras (poet composers) great and small alike

particularly in the field of Karnatic music, who have

composed songs in the form of Padas, Kirtanas, Krtis

etc., in praise of their deities of worship, propitiate them

and obtain their grace. Srirama, believed to be not

only one of the ten avataras of Visnu, but the Supreme

Reality, Parabraaxnaa Himself, has inspired a number

of devout composers to sing His praise in terms of some

musical form or other of their choice. Their cult has

been on the increase. Telugu has been particularly for-

tunate to have many such
vaggeyakaras^

some of them

very famous. That Sadguru Sri Tyagaraja' (1767-1847)
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Is the greatest and most famous of them of all, requires

no special mention. He has been without a second. A

genius of the very first order, he was an extraordinary

combination of several excellencies, religious , philo-

sophical, spiritual, musical and literary (aesthetic)

qualities. His krtis were the result of an irresistibly felt

creative need to give expression in the form of

music to his inextricable and total involvement in God

as Snrama, Kancarla Gopanna, popularly known as

Bhadracala Ramadasa (1650 AD.) who preceded Tyaga-

raja by a century and was gratefully and reverentially

remembered by him, has been a well-known name in the

world of Karnatic music. There is hardly a

Telugu home which is not familiar with his musical

dialogue with Snrama and his songs which are charged

with devotional ecstasy. No less devoted to Srirama

of Bhadracalam was Tumu Narasimhadasu (1790 A.D.)

another Bhagavata and a contemporary of Tyagaraja,

who too composed a number of Klrtanas inspired by

Ramabhakti, which axe popular in the Telugu country

even today. Long before these devotional composers,

Tallapaka Annamacarya (1408-1503 A.D.) known to

posterity as Sankirtanacarya, Padakavitapitamaha had

composed some Sankirtanas about Rama in both Telugu
and Sanskrit. In our own time Sri Adibhatla Narayana-
dasa's Harikathas on Ramayana, Sri Hari Naga-

Wifisanam, Sri Sonti Sitaramaiah, Srnt, Soundaryavalli
and

otters^
have musical compositions in Telugu dedi-

cated to Srirama. To this distinguished group, a

veritable galaxy of vaggey&karas inspired by Rama-
bhakti belongs MunipaUe Subrahmanya Kavi

(1730-1780 A.D.) the author of Adhyatma Ramayana
Klrtanas 1

. He belonged to the eighteenth century prior
to Tyagaxaja.
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Unique Contribution

Most of the composers mentioned above, to build

their songs generally draw upon the story of Rama,

the different episodes and incidents in Ms earthly career

as come down to them through the various versions of

the Ramayana from Valmiki downwards, and the many

characters associated with him such as Sita, Sabari,

Saumitri, Hanuman, Vibhisana, Ravana etc. Their

objective is not narration of the story of Rama as much

as the using of it allusively and illustratively to

articulate the different phases and facets of their own

devotional and spiritual striving, its poignancy, its

despair as well as its ecstasy. In this regard Munipalle

Subrahmanya Kavi is distinct in that, his Adhyatma

Ramayana Klrtanas (hereafter ARK) is an earnest

attempt to render in the form of Kirtanas in Telugu,

the whole of Adhyatma Ramayana in Sanskrit (till
the

Yuddhakanda) which is one of the several works inter-

polated into the Brahrnanda purana.

The ARK is the only musical work of its kind avai-

lable so far, as it is the translation of the Sanskrit work

Adhyatma Ramayana in Kirtana form.

Great Popularity

Till about six decades ago these Kirtanas, which

are 104 in all, were known to young and old in many

Telugu homes. They were next only to the songs of

Bhadracala Ramadasa in popularity. Traditionally, it

was customary to render them during the days of

Snramanavami and Sivaratri.
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Are Traditions Weakening?

Unfortunately, they are little in vogue now-a-days,

but for a few of them taught and learnt by the votaries

of Kucipudi dance, and some used occasionally in Hari-

katha performances. They are rarely heard, if at all in

the musical concerts of today, although some of them at

least without a doubt, deserve to find a place in them.

Changes in taste and fashion and the generation gap are

usually given as reason for this sad neglect. A deplorable

weakening of the hold of tradition, as in other areas of

modern life and a craze for novelty could also perhaps
be cited as the other possible reasons.

Three fold values of the work

Intrinsically the ARK has a three fold value literary,

musical and philosophical and each of them requires and

rewards separate study. It was conceived and composed
at a time and in a social and cultural environment when
Indian society, including all its castes and communities,
was an organic whole bound by a shared tradition and

culture in spite of the country's geographical vastness

and diversity. Thanks to the continuous efforts of the

exponents of the epics, the Ramayana and Mahabharata

and of the Bhagavata and the many Puranas the tradi-

tional wisdom of the Vedas and Upanisads and profound

philosophies had percolated to every layer of society and
become a possession of'the people. As a result even un-

lettered men and women could become educated and
cultured though they were illiterate. Many of the folk-

songs in the regional languages would, reveal the truth

of the statement. This fact may also explain how and

why exponents of Harikatha in Telugu could make a free

use of the ARK in their performances till recently. They
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felt confident of communicating to their audience the

profound philosophical truths because of the strength

of the unifying culture of the land.

Valmiki and Adhyatma Ramayanas

The ARk is a Telugu version, in the form of Kirtanas

of the Adhyatma Ramayana of Sanskrit . The Adhyatma
Ramayana itself is one of the secondary

Ramayanas derived from the Ramayana of Valmiki, the

Adikavya. Valmiki's work has been the fountain-head

of very rich, unparalleled, long and continuing series of

works of various kinds based on it in Sanskrit as well as

the major languages of India, of which Telugu is one,

Subrahmanya Kavi's work takes its place in this great

tradition. There is another rich and growing tradition

which is actually an offshoot of the Ramayana tradition,

but of later origin and development. It^
is the life giving

tradition of Ramabhakti, of viewing Srirama as not only

an avatar of Visnu but the Supreme God the ultimate

reality, the first and last of existence and therefore the

object of devotion and worship to all. The highly influ-

ential Adhyatma Ramayana in Sankrit is a fine flower

of this tradition. Therefore our author's ARk has to be

seen against the back ground of and in relation to the

general Ramayana tradition beginning with Valmiki's

primeval work, the tradition of Ramayana in Telugu in

particular and the traditions of Ramabhakti in general.

It is clearly borne in mind that the ARK is not an

explicitly literary work like the other Kavyas or

Prabandhas in the language, because its avowed

object is to present persuasively and propagate his

chosen religious, devotional and philosophical theme in

the form of Kirtanas. The Kavi employs his poetic gifts
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as a means towards that end. The Kavi while^recasting
the 3625 slokas of the original text into 104 kirtans, his

skill in developing figures of speech (alamkaras) metrical

devices, descriptions and other literary devices to

subserve his purpose.

Subrahmanya Kavi - The Vaggeyakara
(Poet Composer)

Regarding the possible or probable reasons prompt-
ing Stibrahmanya Kavi to recast the Sanskrit Adhyatma
Ramayana in the form of Mrtanas, replacing the sloka

form with the form of song. All the musical features
of the Mrtanas their form and structure with Pallavi,

Anupallavi and Caranas, the mudras used, the great
variety in the jagas employed, familiar as well as rare

ones, the unusual usages apurva prajogas in them, their
decorative angas.

i.e.

Vai is main i.e., Sahitya (words), Geyam is dhatu
, (Sangita), one who composes both Sangita and

Sahitya is Vaggeyakara. Thus, having written not only
the saMtya but set it in music himself Munipalle Subrah-
manya Kavi belonged to the category of Vaggeyakara.
The various JaJbzias and qualifications of Vaggeyakara,
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expected or required to possess, the classification of

Vaggeyakara into different grades as detailed in our

ancient treatises on music, and the rank of distinction

Muni$>aJle Subrahmanya Kavi occupies among

Vaggeyakaras.

"Vanjmaturucyate geyam dhaturityabMdhlyate I

vacam geyam ca kurute yah sa vaggeyakarakah" li

Sangitaratnakara of Sarngadeva (13th century)

Sarngadeva enumerates the necessary qualities re-

quired for an eminent composer.
2

sabdanusasanajnanamabhidanapravinata !

chandahprabhedaveditvamalankaresu kausalam it

rasabhavaparijnanam desasthitisu caturi i

asesabhasavijnanam kalasasatresu kausalam II

tauryatritayacaturyam hrdyasarirasalita I

layatalakalajnanam vivekonekakakusu II

prabhutapratibhodbhedabhaktvam subhagageyata I

desiragesvabhijiaatvam vakpatutvam sabhajayahB

rosadvesaparityagah sardratvamucitajnata i

anuchchistoktinirbandha nutnadhatuvinirmitih ti

paracittaparijnanam prabandhesu pragalbhatal

drutagitavinirma3oiam padantaravidagdhataii

tristhanagamakapraudhiirvividhalaptinaipunami

avadhanam gunairebhirvaro vaggeyakarakah li

Analyzing ARK of Munipalle Subrahmanya Kavi,

many a scholar felt that he is an Uttama Vaggeyakara.
3
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When MunipaEe Subrahmanya Kavi intended to

recast the Sanskrit Adhyatma Ramayana translated by

him into Telugu in musical form, the choice of Kirtana

was obvious, because that had been the musical form

which had its existence for more than two centuries

before Mm and already attained wide recognition as a

form of sacred music by his time.

According to the historians of South Indian music the

terms Kirtana and Krti of today were earlier known as

SanMrtana and Pada as is evident from the Adhyatma
and Srngara SanMrtanas of Annamacarya in Telugu and

Sanskrit and Padas of Purandaradasa - popularly

known as 'Dasara Padagalu' in Kannada language (both

belong to 15th Century A.D.). Their Sahityas are essen-

tially of devotional character and philosophic nature.

It wiE be both interesting and pertinent, here to

trace the origin and evolution of Kirtana, which had

gained wider and wider popularity right from its

inception in the 15th Century A.D., and in the course

of a few centuries fully blossomed into a fine flower

of rich musical fragrance, called the Krti, especially,

during the golden era, so to say of the three immortal

Vaggeyakaxas of South Indian music (Karnatic)
- Syama

Sastri, Tyagaraja and Muttuswamy Diksitar, together

had, in utmost reverence, as the Musical Trinity (18th
Century A.D.),

_The musical composition of Ajii^a^macarya,

Purandaradasa, Ramadasa, Nkrayana Tirtha and

Munipalle Subrahmanya Kavi, all come under the

category of KTrtanas. Kirtanas generally have three

angas
- The Pallavi, Anupallavi and Caranas. Bpt there

are certain differences in this regard between the
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different composers. In the ARK however Munlpalle

Subrahnaanya Kavi used all the three division, Pallavi
?

Anupallavi and Carana without exception.

Musical setting in ARK

Munipalle Subrahmanya Kavi, iii his ARK follows all

the essential principles and lafcsanas of the Kirtana as

traditionally observed. He, however adorns his Kirtanas

with some brilliant musical and technical beauties,

which is to be seen and understood as being the

effect and result of the advanced stage the form Kirtana

had already reached by his time. His was a period

just prior and very near to that of Tyagaraja. He had
access of advantage of knowing certain decorative angas
and technical beauties implanted, so to say by renowned

composers, in the same or similar form of Kirtanas.

Interesting Mudras

Miidra generally means a stamp, mark or symbol. In

musical compositions it is introduced in the Sahityas.
It represents the authorship of the composition, and or

reveals the name of the Raga, Tala, Place of the author
or the name of a God or Goddess of whom the author
is a devotee, or that of a pilgrimage centre, the type
of composition etc. However the inclusion of a mtiofra

in the musical composition is not a stipulation of its

laksana.

As is generally observed in Kirtana compositions,

Munipalle Subrahmanya Kavi included his mudra in the
last caranas of the ARK. Some of the interesting mudr&s
of Munipalle Subrahmanya Kavi are:
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Ragas Employed in ARK

MunipaUe Subrahmanya Kavi utilized as many as 57

Ragas for the 103 Kirtanas in Ms ARK. (In addition to

these Kirtanas, there is a Curnika,
4 also to be rendered

In music, but no raga is specified for that, the usual

practice being like Padyams, the Curnikas are gene-

rally sung in ArabhL It may be because of this

reason, MunipaJle Subrahmanya Kavi did not particu-

larly mention any Raga for the Cunika) while in

RrsnalUa, Tkrangini, Narayana Tirtha used only 36

Ragas for the 156 Kirtanas and Ksetrayya utilized 39

Ragas for about 334 Padas (so far available). It singi-

fies not only the place of- prominence given to musci by

MttnipaJle Subrahmanya'Kavi but also his proficiency in

music as well. Among the Rigas employed by Munipalle
Kavi are Bhairavi, Phanyasi, Kambhoji,

, Nata^ Snragam and Vasantha. All

Ragas were mentioned in Palkuriki Somanatha's
Garitra (13th Century A.D.) and they

were also fotmd utilised in the songs of Annamacarya
(15th Century A.D.) The ancient Ragas like :
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karMtakasaranga, Mangala Kousika^ Lallta Paacami,

Gpwri, Kannadagoula, and also the Ragas, AMri
?

Nadaaamakriya, Mukhari, Devagandhari and Kedara-

goula said to have come into vogue by the 15th Century
A.D. were employed. Other Ragas utilised by the com-

poser were Regnpti, Kamzada, Gfaulipazrtu, KalyaW)

Saurastra, Siirati, PurvxJbJyajii, Glianta, YaduJhila

Kambhoji, Navaroj, Jujsivanti, Pun, Sara%a? GauJa,

PunnagavaraH, Saindhavi, Sahana, Begada, Bilahari,

Saveri, Atiana, Piaraj, Todi, Desija Devagandhin,

ICapi, Usenij Ananda Biairavi.

Among the Ragas used by Munipalle Subrahmanya
Kavi 4 Ragas are Janaka Ragas and 53 are Janya Ragas.

Munipalle Subrahmanya Kavi has not
used^

the 72

Melaiarta names (like Hanumattodi (or) Dhlra Sankara-

bhaxanain etc.,) for any of his ARK.

While rare Ragas like Mafiji, Gumma Kambhoji,

Hindughanta have found place among the Ragas in

which some of the ARK were set, it is strange that

the Raga Mohana which was among popular Ragas as

in Ksetrayya's period (1600-80 A.D.) to conspicuously

absent in the printed versions of ARK.

It is observed that in the field of Indian Classical

Music, Compositions are transmitted by oral traditions

and hence the original music is sustained for a long time

over generations. However, in the case of some compo-

sitions of the great musical trinity, too, some are found

with different patiaritaram (different versions of nota-

tion). For example, Vallatadanaka krti of Tyagaraja is

sung in Saikarabharanam though it is said to have been

composed in Harikambhoji. Similarly Syama Sastri's
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Nizimn vina maii galada has two pathantarams, one in

Abheri and the other in Ritigoula.

ARK is no exception for this. Some compositions are

found to have become popular in different Ragas. Some

of the collections from musicians' repertoire, Mohana is

found set for some Kirtanas.

Talas

Most aptly were the Kirtanas set to simple Talas

commonly in use, like Adi, Rupaka, Triputa, Jhampa
and Capu. But he used Aditala more than the other

talas for his Kirtanas.

Munipalle Subrahmanya Kavi set his Kirtanas using
Aditala 57 times, Atatala 31, Jhampa 8, Rupaka 4 and

Triputa for 3 times.

Though the Tala name for many Kirtanas^ in the

printed version, is found as Atatala, it is observed
^that

all musicians including direct disciples in the Sisya

Parampara of Munipalle Subrahmanya Kavi sing them
in Caputala. May be the Caputala is a natural rhythmic
pattern which is popular, even in the Bhajana
Sampradya, compared to Caputala and complex com-

positions in it. Thus ARK which are meant for both lay
and learned, alike, Munipalle Subralimanya Kavi might
not have used the Atatala.

*

Technical Beauties

It is interesting to note that some technical beau-
ties which have come to be more recognized and appre-
ciated in the Krti Composition of the musical trinity
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in the post
-
MunipaUe Subrahmanya Kavi's period are

seen, earlier, in the ARK. Among one such -is Madhyama
Kjila Sahitya. Madhyama Kala means tjie next degree of

speed (faster laya) of the composition. The other tech-

nical beauties which featured in ARK are Svaraksaras,

Solkattusvaras, Gamakas, Raga Rasa Posanas etc.

The ARK are indeed great musically, literally,

morally, spiritually, and what is more, with aesthetic

values, of rare order.

Necessity to Revive the Popularity

The Kirtanas assume special significance particularly

at the present juncture, when people all around the

works are besieged anguish, anxiety and agony by tur-

moil and tension. Man, in general, is surrounded by a

heft of problems of mundane existence. He badly needs

peace of mind and tranquility. There is urgent need

for a revival of wholistic values which alone can bring

back and lift up the society at large, to a life of peace,

tranquility and true happiness. An earnest study and

practice of the arts will, surely help them to achieve the

much needed solace.

Ramayana teaches the human society the ideal way
of living. Adhyatma Ramayana leads one to a deeper

understanding of Atmajnana (Self awareness). The

sweetest way of achieving is through music, which is

a form of God, Himself.

Therefore, it is the bounden duty of every cultured

Musician to revive, and propagate these Kirtanas in as

many ways as possible. The society as a whole should

feel it a duty.
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PREFACE

Under the series of texts and studies S.V.U.O.R.L

Journal is publishing some rare and unpublished manuscripts

in the form of independent tretises on all subjects like

Darsanas-6astras and rare Natakas deposited in Oriental

Research Institute and collected from individuals. In this

series now Oriental Research Institute is publishing a rare

Nataka called Indira Parinaya collected from Sista Viswapati

Sastri from Guntur district of Andhra Pradesh who is grand-

son of the Sista Narasimha Sastri, author of the Indira

Parinaya. This Author also authored number of books on

Advaita philosophy one of is well known work entiteled

Vivasvatprabha a commentary on 6ankara Bhasya. He also

wrote poetry on Kajidasas Meghasandesa in Telugu. Basi-

cally he was" an advaitic scholar. According to some sources

he participated and debated in the vedanta discussions in

Advaita Sabhas.

This Indira Parinaya Nataka contains five ankas, first

anka begins with Samudra Mathana (Churning of the Ocean)

ends with Indira Parinaya.He followed the norms of the San-

skrit Natakas already laiddown by the Sanskrit dramitists. In

this Nataka his erudite knowledge regarding composition of

verses is explored. In the contexct of some descriptions like

Vasantha Ritu is superb. He quotes beautiful verses in the

marriage ceremony of Nrsimha and Indira. Basically he is an

advaitic scholar, but in this Nataka he never shown enemity

between Hari and Hara. Its shows his hormony in the writting

Df the Nataka on Nrsimha as Hero in this Nataka.

Prof. V. Venkataramana Reddy
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SIVA DANDAKAMU
* *

[Text edited with a solitary Palm-leafmanuscript bearing the

Stock No. D 2024 deposited in the S.V.University Oriental

Research Institute Manuscript Library, Tirapati]
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KEDARESVARA DANDAKAMU

(Text edited from the paper -manuscript entitled Kedaro

Pakhyanamu of Kristipati Venkatasubbakavi bearing the Stock

No. 347 deposited in the SVU Oriental Research institute Library,

Tirupatl.)
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KEDAMESVARA DANDAKAMU

(Text edited with a solitary Palm leaf manuscript bearing the

Stock No. 323 entitled Kaiyangraja Caritramu (DTbagunta

Vli-abhadra Caritra) of Krstipati Venkafasubbakavi, deposited

in the S.V.U, Oirental Research institute Manuscripts Library,

Tirupati. This Dandakam occurs in the 2nd canto as verse No.

134, where Siriyamma performs Kedarsvara Vratam and praises

Lord Kedaresvara with great devotion).
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SRISAILESVARA DANDAKAMU
*

(Text edited with the collation and comparison of two

manuscripts i.e., R 148 Palm leaf and R 1674 Paper manuscripts

entitled Srlsailakhandamu of AttalDri Papayadhya Kavi. The

present dandakam occurs in the 1st canto verse 81. where for

the severe penance of Parvatamuni, Siva appears before him

to grant a boon, Overwhelmed with devotion Parvata praises

Lord Siva in this Dandakam).
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SRIKALAHASTISVARA BANDAKAMU

(Dhurjati, a great devotee of SrTkalahastTsvara

who domiciled in SrTkalahastl and who wrote a

prabandha entitled Srlkalahasti Mahatmyamu and an one

hundred verses at the end of his life called

SrTkalahastTsvara Satakamu, equally adorned the Telugu

literature and acclaimed as one of the excellent master

pieces of its kind in their respective forms of literature. This

Dandakam occurs in the SrTkalahasti Mahatmyam of
,
* * * *

Dhurjati. This Dandakam is edited with the manuscripts

deposited in the SVU ORI Library with that of the printed texts

available).
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SRIKALAHASTISVARADANDAKAMU

(Text edited with a solitary paimleaf manuscript

bearing the .stock No. D1977 deposited in the S.V. University

Oriental Research Institute and Manuscripts Library, Tirupati.

In the prabandha of SrTkajahastj Mahatmyanx two prosti
-

tutes who were great devotees towards Lord Siva finally

merges with the Lord by their unique devotion. This

Dandakam equally coincides with the persuation of their

mother and a dialogue between them. Hence, this
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Dandakam is exclusively written by Dhurjatl himself after the

composition of his major work.
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REVIEWS

PRAKRTI IN SAMKHYA-YOGA - Material Principle,

Experience Etiucsl Implications. By Kmit A, Jacobsen, Published

by Motilal Banarasidass Publishers Private Limited, Delhi, First

Indian edition, 2002, First Published in USA in 1999 -
Pp. xv+427.

Price: Rs.350=00.

This book may be the first Monographic study of Prafaif which

is divided into three parts.

The first part of the deals with Prafoti in the textual traditions

of South Asia from the sources of Sanskrit Literature and Historical

sources.

The second part deals with Pralqii as an Ultimate Principle,

The last and final part deafer with Prafati and Ethics, A glos-

sary of Sanskriland Pali terms are furnished for easy compiekn-

an word index.

This book is the first monographic study of Prafati It traces

the history and origin of the word Ptafcrti, the word diosm by

the modern North Indian languages to translate the English word

'nature' through the texts of Hindu, Buddhist aad Jain systems

of religious thought Prairti is one of the central metaphysical

principles IE the religious traditions of Hinduism, especially in tie

very influential Samkhya aid Yoga systems.
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The second part of the book gives a systematic analysis of this

important principle in the Proto-Samkhya, Sainkhya and Samkhya-

Yoga texts. Prakrti in the ultimate material principle and thus the

substratum from which manifest, in the presence of the self, the

gross and subtle bodies including the mental organs of all living

beings from the leaf of grass to the powerful gods. Everthing that

becomes manifest is held together as causes and effects within this

immense power. This ultimate material principle has also been an

object of religious realization.

Finally this book investigates a religious experience called

'merging' with Prairti, which has been neglected in previous

studies, but is described in the Sainkhya and Yoga texts and

constitutes an important aspect of the religious understanding of

the material principle and also the present book under review

establishes the important implications for issues of interspecies or

environmental ethics of the understanding of the material principle

in the Samkhya and Yoga systems of religious thought.

Thus this book is an valuable addition on the subject of Pralciii

in SarnkhyarYoga System of Indian Philosophy.

V. VBNKATARAMANA REDDY

SAIVA RITUALS AND PHILOSOPHY - Eds., Dr. V. Kameswari,

Dr. K.S. Balasubramanian and Mr. T.V. Vasudeva, Published

by the Kuppuswami Sastri Research Institute, Chennai -
4, First

Edition, 2001, Pp.xxxi+180, Price Rs.200=00.

This work contains 10 Research papers presented in the seminar

under theme fSaiva-Rituals and Philosophy'. Saivism is a universal

religion and the most ancient one. It never looks down the people

who follow other paths. Another interesting thing of this religion

is it does riot differentiate between man and woman in the religious

matters.

Dr. T.B. Siddhalingaiah explained 'carya' in his research

article and rightly concluded that it is connected with the
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devotional acts of serving the temple and the devotees. Tin artirlr

Sivalinga - tattva - Vimaxsana with textual references by Sri K.A

Sabharatnam Sivacharyar is useful in knowing the right type of wor-

ship of siva liiiga. Pierre -
Sylvain Filliozat, one of the reknowat-d

scholars in the field of Indology has critically and comprehensively

discussed about Sadyojyotis Philosophy. The other article^ -

Rituals and Philosophy, SaiVa vratas, Sivaratri Damanaropaiia

Vidfii, Mudras Arumuga Navalar's instruction in the worship of

Siva, Pavitrotsavam are from well-known authors. This is

a worthy reference work for the researchers. The Kuppuswami

Sastri Research Institute, Chennai axe also to be sincerely

for bringing out this important work. They have earned further

laurels for their contributions hi the present work and they

our best compliments.

KALAMUKHA AND PASUPATA TEMPLES IN -

Dr. (Mrs) Vasundara Filliozat, The Kuppuswami Sastri

Institute, Chennai -
4, First Edition, 2001, Pp.xi+256 and 18

Illustrations, Rs.250=00.

Dr. (Mrs) Vasundhara Filliozat has rendered a yeoman service

in the field of Indology needs no introduction to the scholars.

a 'knowledgeble researcher in temple studies'. Earlier, hte

Dr R K. Bhandarkax, Krishna Rao, David N. Lorenzcn

works on the topic. However the present author collected

tion on Kalamukha and Pasupata Temples from different

like architecture, epigraphs, purtoas and *M
J
n

?^
influence of historical and religious background m th

earlier theory that the followers were Vamacanas. This **
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Dr. S.S. Janaki. The well produced volume with good illustratious

is moderately priced.

TANTRA IN PRACTICE - Ed.. David Gordon White, Published

by Motilal Banarasidass, 41 U.A. Bunglow Road, Jawahar Nagar,

Delhi - 110 007 and at other branches in India, First Indian Edition

2001, Pp.xviii+640, Price Rs.495=00.

This volume, a product of the Princeton Readings in Reli-

gions, is an excellent effort to introduce the traditions of Hinduism,

Buddhism, Jainism and Islam in the context of religion, period with

a particular text, influential in itself in the Tantric practice. David

Gordon White lays down the theme, Tantra in Practice, mapping

a tradition in phenomenological, historical and actors perspectives.

It is remarkable that in this volume noted scholars have studied the

tradition in India, China, Japan, Tibet, Nepal. Bhutan, Pakistan,

Srilanka, Mangolia, Cambodia, Burma and Indonesia.

The Mahayaiia, Vajrayana forms of Buddhism was the source

of Buddhist Maliasiddha tradition later on. In Hindu tradition

the Paiicarafra, Gaudiya Vaisuava. Saliajiya, Pasupata, Kapalika,

Saiva Siddhaiita, Siddha iauJa, Yogini iauJa, Ivrama, TriJca,

Srividya, Pascimanwaya, Natha Siddha, Aghari, Bengal Sakta

Vaisnava and BauJ traditions and Tamil Nayanar and AJvar tradi-

tions were all Tantric. The range of Tantric phenomena presented

here covering the Asia and South East Asia is commendable. This

volume is an indespensable source book to know about the Tantric

world. A solid work, with contributions from experts working in

American Universities is a valuable addition to the studies on South

Asian Religions.

D. KIRAN KRANTH CHOUDARY

MAYAVASTU (In Telugu) - By Sri Gorasa Virabhadracharyulu.

Ed. Gorasa Virabrahniacharulu, Pub. Gayatri Jyothisa Vijnana

Samstha, Mytri Puram, Karman Ghat, Hyderabad - 500 070, Phone
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No: 4077254, 2000, Pp xx+164. First Edition 1983-84, Second

edition 1999-2000, Price Rs.80=QO.

In cue boojx under review Mayav very good work in

vastu sastra, the author has consulted all available pramanika

grandhas from the ancient Indian Vastusastra works such as Maya-
matain Grharatna Bhusanam, Visvakarma Prakasika, Manasaramu

Samaramganam, Visvakarma Vastu Sastram. AparSjita Prcca,

Vasistasamhita, JyStimibhandhanarnu, Naradasamhita* Kala

mrtairu Vastu Sangrahain, Sakaladhikaraim Visva Prakasika,

Manusyalaya Candrika and Vastu Vidya he incorporated all the

essence of the above works in the book under review. The language

used is easy understanding to all. In the book he discussed thirty

four aspects of Vastusastra. In the book the verse
u
krosainekani tu

daksine" which means one window in the direction of South brings

good breez into the house. Further there is a doubt to all the per-

sons who are concern about Vastu how much space is to be left on

the side of North East (i.e., Isasyam)

"Masamatrantu misanyam putradaradilabhakrt

Vidyavin5da pandintyam catuspajjivalabhadah

vrihimatrantu agneyam sarvagraha bhayam tatha

deharogo vittanaso bandhuhanirbhavisyati.

In the verse masa means black gram size space is to be left on

the side of North East corner the people living in such house will

have wealth, education, good for scientists, politicians and formers

and all But a grain of rice piece size is additionally occupies on the

South East side the persons living in such house will always suffers

from health problems, debts, quarrels with kith and kin no peace

of mind. Many more interesting aspects were dealt in the book.

Hence the book is useful to all vastu practicing professionals.

V. RAGHAVENDRA RAO
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